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Qiagram

Qiagram is a visual query-building program. Qiagram's unique drag-and-drop interface allows

researchers to visually build a query, creating complex queries about complex data without any pro-

gramming expertise.
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Conventions

The canvas displays the nodes in a defined manner.

Direction

Nodes are arranged from left to right. Nodes to the right have performed actions on the nodes to the

left.

Connection

Nodes are connected by arrows. Arrow color provides an important visual cue indicating which data

in the originating node propagate to the derived nodes.

Green Arrows - All columns and all data rows are passed on to the derived node.

E.g. Combine Columns, Union

 FIGURE 1 - 1: GREENARROW

Yellow Arrows - All columns and some data rows are passed on to the derived node

E.g. Subsets
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 FIGURE 1 - 2: YELLOWARROW

Red Arrows - No columns and no data rows are passed on to the derived node.

E.g. Filter by, Exclusion

 FIGURE 1 - 3: REDARROW

Dashed Arrows - The columns and data rows have been reorganized in the derived node.

E.g. Calculations, Pivots
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 FIGURE 1 - 4: DASHEDARROW
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Starting Qiagram

Qiagram can be accessed from the Labmatrix program using the Search Menu.

The Qiagram page contains a folder tree, a palette and a canvas.

 FIGURE 1 - 5: QIAGRAMPAGE

The Palette

The palette lists the datasources that are available for querying. Datasources are only visible to

users with the appropriate access permissions.
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Datasources represent a collection of records of a particular type

Datasources include Subject data, Biomaterial data, Standalone Form data, and data uploaded directly into Qiagram.

 FIGURE 1 - 6: THE PALETTE

The palette organizes the datasources first by access group, then alphabetically within each access

group. The sections can be collapsed or expanded. To quickly find a specific datasource, use the fil-

ter at the top of the palette, or use the data catalog.
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The Canvas

The canvas is where queries are built.

Drag a datasource from the palette onto the canvas.

Once a datasource is on the canvas, Qiagram tools can be used to apply criteria to extract a more

specific subset. Additional datasources can be added and similarly refined.

Multiple datasources can interact. Simply drag a second datasource onto the first datasource, and

describe the type of interaction. (Combine, Filter, Intersect, etc.)

The result will be displayed as a datasource on the canvas, and can be treated like any other data-

source.

 FIGURE 1 - 7: THE CANVAS

The query diagram flows directionally from left to right; from broad to specific.

For more information, see Building Queries.
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The Folder Tree

The Folder Tree lists the locations where the Qiagram Queries can be saved.

Saved Queries can be used for datasources, reports, and visualizations.

 FIGURE 1 - 8: THE FOLDERTREE

For more information on navigating the folder tree, see Folder Tree.

The Reports folder is used to create reports visible in Labmatrix. For more information, see Reports.

Note:There are public folders and private folders. Queries saved in public folders can be

shared with other users. Queries saved in private folders CANNOT be shared with other

users.
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Building Queries

To begin building a query, select the New Query button at the top of the active tab. An empty can-

vas will open with the available datasources listed in the palette to the left.

 FIGURE 1 - 9: NEWQUERY

Drag the datasource(s) containing the information to be queried from the palette onto the canvas.

The datasource as it appears on the canvas is called a node. The icons on the node indicates the

type of record data in the datasource.

Confidential and proprietary 18
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Icon Type

Biomaterial

Biomaterial Form

Subject

Subject Form

CommonNode Icons

By default, the node takes the datasource name once it is on the canvas. To rename the node,

double-click the node to open the datasource window.

 FIGURE 1 - 10: DATASOURCEWINDOW

This is useful for differentiating results nodes.
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E.g. the Co-IP node filtered by the siRNA Levels node produces a node named "Co-IP". Change the name on the

canvas to "Co-IPs with siRNA data".

Note:Renaming the datasource on the canvas only affects the name of the node in the

query; it does not change the name of the datasource in the data catalog.

Once the datasource has been added to the canvas, the options for refining the data are:

Creating a subset - filter a datasource based on selected criteria. For more information, seeCreating a Subset.

Adding a formula column - Add a column that performs a function on the specified data. For more information, see

Adding a Formula Column.

Perform a calculation - Use the calculation builder to create a separate datasource from the calculation results. For

more information, seePerforming Calculations.

Adding a pivot - Change how the data is sorted. For more information, Performing a Pivot.

Performingmultiple operations - extract data based on the interactions of two or more datasources. For more inform-

ation, seePerforming Multi-set Operations.

To create a subset, add a formula column, or perform a calculation, right-click the node on the can-

vas. The node menu will open.

Confidential and proprietary 20
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 FIGURE 1 - 11: NODE MENU

To perform Multi-set Operations, drag multiple nodes together on the canvas.

All of these actions create a query as a new node on the canvas.

The constructed queries can be saved and used as datasources, visualizations, or as Reports in Lab-

matrix.
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Chapter 2 - Transforming Data
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Creating a Subset

A subset is a way to extract records from a datasource based on selected criteria. To create a subset,

drag the node onto the canvas, right-click, and select New Subset. The subset window will open.

 FIGURE 2 - 1: SUBSETWINDOW

To begin building the subset, select the field to use. This is chosen from the drop-down menu listing

all fields available for the dataset. Next, select the operator to define how the value will be compared

to the data. Finally, select a value for the criteria.

Operator Use

= The returned values are equal to

not = The returned values are not equal to

contains The returned values contain

doesn't contain The returned values do not contain

is null The returned values are null in the selected field

is not null The returned values are not null

is one of The returned values are one of a user-defined list

not one of The returned values are not one of a user-defined list

< The returned values are less than (numeric values only)

Subset Operators
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Operator Use

<= The returned values are less than or equal to (numeric values only)

> The returned values are greater than (numeric values only)

>= The returned values are greater than or equal to (numeric values only)

is after The returned values are after the date of (date or datetime values only)

is on or after The returned values are on the date of or before the date of (date or datetime values only)

is on or before The returned values are on or before the date of (date or datetime values only)

is before The returned values are before the date of (date or datetime values only)

is between The returned values are between the dates of (date or datetime values only)

Note:Use a dash (-) to separate the dates for the "is between" operation.

 FIGURE 2 - 2: DEFINE CRITERIA

Find the Subjects in the K205 dataset who are still living. This information is recorded in the

"Mortality Status" field. Select "Mortality Status" for the field. Set the operator to "="

(equals). Select "Alive" for the value.

The (x) = button creates a variable for the criteria. This variable can be used in creating searchable

reports and notifications, and in searches in the application.

The button changes allows the value to be defined as another field, or as multiple values from

an excel sheet or comma-delineated text.
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 FIGURE 2 - 3: VALUE AS FIELD

Note:Multiple values are necessary for the "is one of" and "is not one of" criteria.

 FIGURE 2 - 4: EXCEL VALUES

The Add Criteria button adds a second field to further refine the data included in the subset.
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 FIGURE 2 - 5: ADDCRITERIA

When there are two or more criteria, specify weather the returned values should meet at least one

criteria, or all criteria.

The All Criteria radio button returns only the records that meet every listed criteria.

This works best when the criteria use different fields

The At Least One Criteria radio button returns records that match one, but not necessarily all, of the

listed criteria.

This works best when the criteria use different values in the same field.

The Name field is the name that will be displayed on the canvas.

The default name is the name of the parent node.

Running the Subset

Once all the criteria have been defined, select the Apply button. The constructed subset query will

appear on the canvas.
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 FIGURE 2 - 6: NEWSUBSET

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 2 - 7: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.

For more information on selecting columns, see Selecting Columns.
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 FIGURE 2 - 8: SUBSETQUERY RESULTS

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Performing a Pivot

A pivot changes the rows and columns used to sort the data. This displays values in a new format,

highlighting different aspects of the data.

The values in a column can become the row identifier, the new column headings, or the values dis-

played in a cell.

Multiple values within a cell are separated by a pipe "||"

The cell text is limited to 4000 characters including pipes.

Example: Dr. Adams wants to view the assays performed for various patients, sorted by dates.

The Patient ID will become the row values.

The Dates will become the column headers.

The Assays will be the values displayed in the cells.

 FIGURE 2 - 9: ORIGINALDATA

To create a pivot, right-click on the node and select "New Pivot". The New Pivot window will open.
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 FIGURE 2 - 10: NEWPIVOTWINDOW

The New Pivot Window allows the user to define the rows, columns, and values for the pivot.

Get Row Names From- The field selected will be used as the row names; these values will be used as the unique

identifiers.

Get ColumnNames From - The field selected will be used as the column values; these values will be used to sort the

data selected as the cell values.

Get Values From - The field selected will be used as the values; these values will be displayed in the cells.

Dr. Adams will select the Subject Code from the drop-down box for row names, the Visit

Date for column names, and Assay for values.

If a dataset contains more than three fields, additional fields can be added to the pivot using the

Advance Options.
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 FIGURE 2 - 11: ADVANCEDOPTIONS

This selected fields are added as a column, with the contained values sorted to match the row iden-

tifier.

Dr. Adams wants to display the mortality status of the subjects. He will select the "Mortality

Status" field from the Advanced Options list

The Name field is the name that will be displayed on the canvas.

Pivot Results

Once the pivot options have been selected, click Apply.

The pivot node will appear on the canvas connected to the source dataset with a dashed arrow.
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 FIGURE 2 - 12: PIVOT NODE

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 2 - 13: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.
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 FIGURE 2 - 14: PIVOTRESULTS

Note that the rows are unique values. Multiple subject IDs have been condensed into one row, with

some cells containing multiple values to accommodate this.

The cells now display the assays performed for each Subject, sorted by the date.

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Performing Calculations

Calculations can be performed on the data selected using a query. Calculations display a single

value for the entire dataset. The available calculations are:

Average - Find the average of the numerical values in the dataset

Maximum - Find themaximum numerical value in the dataset

Minimum - Find theminimum numerical value in the dataset

Sum - Find the sum of the numerical values in the dataset

Standard Error of theMean - Find the standard error of themean for the numerical values in the dataset

Standard Error of the Population - Find the standard error of the population for the numerical values in the dataset

Unique Count - Find the number of unique values in the dataset

Note:Calculations results are displayed separate from the originating dataset. To incor-

porate the results into the datasource, use the "Add a Formula Column" option.

Create a Calculation

To create a calculation from a specific node, right-click and select "New Calculation". The New Cal-

culation window will open.
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 FIGURE 2 - 15: NEWCALCULATIONWINDOW

The Name field is the name that will be displayed on the canvas.

The first drop-down box in the Calculate field determines the type of calculation.

The second drop-down box determines the field on which to run the calculation.

The third drop-down box determines if the output is a floating point or a decimal number. If the output

is a decimal number, choose the number of decimal places.

The Call it field is the name of the column displaying the calculation.

The For All/ For Each radio buttons determine which data is used for the calculation.

For All performs the calculation on all values in the indicated field.

For Each groups the values by the field entered next to the radio button, and performs the calculation on each group.

To include more calculations, use the Add Function button.

To remove calculations, select the [x] button.

Calculation Results

Once the calculation options have been selected, click Apply.
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The calculation node will appear on the canvas connected to the source dataset with a dashed

arrow.

 FIGURE 2 - 16: CALCULATIONNODE

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 2 - 17: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.
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 FIGURE 2 - 18: CALCULATIONRESULTS

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Selecting Columns

The column selection screen appears after the "Run Query" option is selected. This window allows

the user to manage the columns that will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 2 - 19: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

The selected fields will be displayed as a column in the query. Select the column by checking the

box next to the field name in the left panel. The selected columns will be displayed in the right

panel.

The order of the columns can be changed by selecting the column and using the arrows to move it.

The red x button will remove a column from the right frame. The column can also be removed by un-

checking the box in the left frame.

The results will automatically be sorted by the column at the top of the right panel. To sort the res-

ults by another column, select the lines to the right of the column name.
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One click will sort the results in ascending order

Two clicks will sort the results in descending order

 FIGURE 2 - 20: SORT RESULTS IN DESCENDING ORDER

When the fields are selected and sorted, click Run Query. The results will be displayed in a new tab

named "Results".

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Chapter 3 - Formulas
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Adding a Formula Column

The "New column from formula" command will add a new column to an existing data-

source. This column displays a value calculated from a user-defined formula based on

information included in the datasource.

Note:Select the Help link at any time to see a complete list of formulas and oper-

ators.

To create a formula column, right-click on the node on the canvas and select New column

from Formula. The new formula window will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 1: NEW FORMULAWINDOW

To define the format of the new column, open the drop-down list from the "Add a ____
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column" field.

 FIGURE 3 - 2: CHOOSE THE COLUMN FORMAT

The number of decimal places must be defined for the "Decimal" format.

Note:Some formulas have a default format. Changing the format will display a

warning icon.

 FIGURE 3 - 3:WARNING PROMPT

Note:This is for informational purposes only, and does not affect the output.

Enter the name of the new column in the "New Column" field. This name will appear as

the column header.

Note:This field is required.
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Define the Function

To define the function, select the function from the "Insert Function" drop-down list or use

the coding convention.

The coding conventions are described in the section for each formula.

If the formula is selected from the list, it will appear in the formula box with placeholders for

the field names.

The parts of the formula that can be customized will appear between /** and */

Text placeholders will be in quotes

Field placeholders will be in curly brackets

Complete the formula by replacing the placeholders with the required information. Fields

can be replaced by hand or by using the "Select Field" drop-down list.

Note:Field names and values are case sensitive, and must be an exact match.

Any errors in syntax will appear below the formula window, along with a brief explanation

and suggested corrections.

The date Add formula calculates a new date base don the values in a column.

Selecting the formula from the drop-down list will give

dateAdd(

/** datePart, count, {dateColumn} */
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)

To add three years to the date the sample was collected, enter "y" for the datepart, 3 for the

count, and {Collected On} for the date column.

Note:The /** and */ must be deleted.

The result will be:

dateAdd(

"y", 3, {Collected On}

)

View Results

To preview the results, select the Load Preview button. The New Formula Window will

expand to show the first 20 results.
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 FIGURE 3 - 4: PREVIEW THE FORMULA

If the formula is changed after the preview is generated, refreshing the preview will display

the updated results.

Select Hide Preview to close the preview window.
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Note:Creating a formula for a datasource of over 500,000 records may significantly

slow performance. Create these datasources as a Subset when possible. For

assistance in managing large datasources, contact BioFortis support.

Once the formula options have been selected, click Apply.

The formula node will appear on the canvas connected to the source dataset with a green

arrow.

 FIGURE 3 - 5: FORMULA NODE

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and

select Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the

columns that will be displayed in the query results.
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 FIGURE 3 - 6: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.

 FIGURE 3 - 7: FORMULA RESULTS

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For

more information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Quick Reference

To target a column, enclose it in curly brackets: {Column}

For user-input text, use quotation marks: "Text"

and(condition1, condition2, ...)

If all conditions are true, displays the true label from the parent formula. If any conditions are false, displays the

false label.

For more information, see and

avg(numeric expression,{groupBy1}, {groupBy2}, ...)

Displays the average of the numeric expression. Optional- group values by {group by} columns, then find the aver-

age.

are listed in the column labeled

For more information, see avg

case([condition, true label],[condition2, true label2], ..., [default label])

Displays the "true label" for every condition that is met. Optional- add a default value to be displayed when no con-

ditions are met.

For more information, see case

concat(expression1, expression2)

Displays the expressions joined end-to-end.

For more information, see concat

count({groupBy1}, {groupBy2}, ...)
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Displays the number of rows in the dataset. Optional- group values by the

{groupBy} columns, then count the rows.

For more information, seecount

dateAdd("datePart", number, date)

Modifies the specified date by the addition of the number to the specified date part.

For more information, see dateAdd, datePart

dateDiff("datePart", startdate, enddate)

Displays the number of date parts between the start date and the end date.

For more information, see dateDiff, datePart

exp(numeric expression)

Raises e to the numeric expression

For more information, see exp

find(pattern, target expression, start)

Displays the cursor position of the start of the pattern within the target expression. Optional - Only show values that

occur after the "start" position.

For more information, see find

if(condition, true label, false label)

If the defined condition is met, displays the true label. If the defined condition is not met, displays the false label.

For more information, see if
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ifNull(target expression, replacement value)

If a value in the target expression is null, replaces it with the replacement value.

For more information, see ifNull

isEmpty(target expression, trim)

If a value in the target expression is empty, displays the "true label" from the parent formula. If the value is not

empty, displays the original value. Optional - trim to remove any white space in the formula.

For more information, see isEmpty

length(target expression)

Displays the number of characters in the target expression.

For more information, see length

ln(numeric expression)

Takes the natural log of the numeric expression.

For more information, see ln

log(numeric expression, base)

Takes the specified-base log of the numeric expression.

For more information, see log

max(target expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Displays the maximum value in the target expression. Optional - group values by the {groupBy} columns, then find

the maximum.
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For more information, seemax

min(target expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Displays the minimum value in the target expression. Optional - group values by the {groupBy} columns, then find

the minimum.

For more information, seemin

now()

Displays the current time and date of the server.

For more information, see now

or(condition1, condition 2, ...)

If any conditions are met, displays the true label from the parent formula. If none of the conditions are true, dis-

plays the false label.

For more information, see or

percentile(target expression, {groupBy1}, {groupBy2}, ...)

Displays the percentile of each value in the target expression compared to the whole target expression. Optional-

group values by the {groupBy} columns, then find the percentile.

For more information, see percentile

power(numeric expression, power)

Raises the numeric expression to the specified power.

For more information, see power

quantile(quantile count, target expression, {groupBy1}, {groupBy2}, ...)
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Displays the quantile, the number of parts defined by the quantile count, of each value in the target expression com-

pared to the whole target expression. Optional - group values by the {groupBy} columns, then find the quantile.

For more information, see quantile

rank(target expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ..., dense)

Displays the rank for each value in the target expression. Optional - group values by the {groupBy} columns, then

find the rank.

For more information, see rank

replace(target expression, search, replace)

Displays the "replace" term for every "search" term in the target expression.

For more information, see replace

sem(numeric expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Displays the standard error of the mean for the numeric expression. Optional- group values by the {groupBy}

columns, then find the standard error of the mean.

For more information, see sem

stdvp(numeric expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Displays the population standard deviation for the numeric expression. Optional - group values by the {groupBy}

columns, then find the population standard deviation.

For more information, see stdevp

stdvs(numeric expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Displays the sample standard deviation for the numeric expression. Optional - group values by the {groupBy}

columns, then find the sample standard deviation.

For more information, see stdevs
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substring(target expression, start, length)

Displays the portion of the target expression starting at the indicated start point. Optional - add a "length" value to

display that number of characters.

For more information, see substring

sum(numeric expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Displays the total of all values within the numeric expression. Optional- group values by the {groupBy} columns,

then find the sum.

For more information, see sum
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Basic Formulas

The basic formulas in Qiagram are:

Boolean formulas

if

and

or

case

concatenate

count

find

ifnull

isEmpty

length

replace

substring

Basic mathematical functions can be performed without a function. Simply type the first

column, the operator, and the second column, and enclose in parenthesis.

To calculate the delta delta CT, find the difference between the delta CT treated and the

delta CT untreated. Type:

({Delta CT Treated} - {Delta CT Untreated})
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if

if(condition, true label, false label)

The "if" formula will create a new column containing the true label or the false label,

depending on if the condition is true of false for each row. The true and false labels can be

a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a

numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets). The condition can be

used with simple operators, or with more complex functions such as "and", "or", and

"isEmpty". The operators are listed below.

Operator Abbreviation

Multiplied by *

Divided by /

Added +

Subtracted -

Less than <

Less than or equal to <=

Greater than >

Greater than or equal to >=

Equal to ==

Not equal to !=

Tony wants to assign samples to his graduate students, using only samples that

are in the facility or shipped to the facility. The shipping data are listed in the

column labeled {Status}. He will search the {Status} column for samples that are
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labeled "In Facility" or "Shipped", and will give the value "Assign" to them in the

new column. He will type

if(or({Status} == "In Facility"),({Status} == "Shipped")), "Assign", "Don't Assign")

This will produce a column displaying "Assign" or "Don't Assign" depending on the

{Status} value. A {Status} value "In Transit" will display an output of "Don't Assign." A

{Status} value of "Shipped" will display an output of "Assign".

 Jeremy requires at least 10 mL of sample for his assay. He will search the

{Volume} column in his dataset for samples that have at least 10mL, and assign

the value "not useful" for volumes under 10mL, and assign the existing volume for

samples equal or greater than 10mL. He will type

if({Volume} >= 10, {Volume}, "Not enough")

This will produce a column displaying the value from the {Volume} column or "Not

Enough" depending on the {Volume} value.. A {Volume} value of 9 will display an output of

"Not Enough". A {Volume} value of 19 will display an output of 19.
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and

and(condition1, condition2, ...)

The "and' formula is used ONLY within other functions that display "true" or "false" values

(Boolean logic) such as "if" or "case."

The "and" formula will affect the new column created by the parent formula. If all the con-

ditions described in the "and" formula are met, the "true label" defined by the parent for-

mula is displayed. If any of the conditions are not met, the "false value" is displayed. A

condition is user-defined term. It usually includes a column reference compared to a user

defined value. This value can be a label, another column, or a numeric expression.

Susan's protocol needs at least 7500 cells/mL to be successful. The cell counts

are listed in the column labeled{Cell Count}, the cell count units are listed in the

column labeled{Cell Count Units}, and the current status of the samples are lis-

ted in the column labeled{Status}. To find the location of useful samples in her

datasource, she will use the "if" formula to display the storage locations as the

"true label", and "Not Useful" as the "false label". Storage locations are listed in the

column labeled{Storage Location}. In the "and" function she will set the con-

dition that the value in {Cell Count} must be greater than 7500, the condition

that the value in {Cell Count Units} must be equal to mL, and that the value in

{Status} must be equal to active. For the "and" formula she will type

and({Cell Count}>7500, {Cell Count Units} =="mL", {Current status}=="Active"

For the full "if" formula she will type

If(and({Cell Count}>7500,

{Cell Count Units}==”mL”,
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{Current Status}==”Active”),

{Storage Location},”Not Useful ”

This will produce a column displaying one of two values, the value of the corresponding

value in {Storage Location} or "Not Useful." If all the conditions defined within the "and" for-

mula are met, the cell will display an output of the corresponding {Storage Location} value.

If one or more of the conditions defined within the "and" formula are not met, the cell will

display an output of "Not Useful." For samples with a {Storage Location} value of "Sample

Box 1", a {Cell Count} value of 8000, a {Cell Count Units} value of "mL" and a {Current

Status} value of "Active" will display an output of "Sample Box 1". A {Cell Count} value of

7000, a {Cell Count Units} value of "mL" and a {Current Status} value of "Active" will dis-

play an output of "Not Useful".

Note:The "and" formula MUST be used within another formula.
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or

or(condition1, condition2, ...)

The "or" formula is used ONLY within other functions that display "true" or "false" values

(Boolean logic) such as "if" or "case."

The "or" formula will affect the new column created by the parent formula. If any one of the

conditions described in the "or" formula are met, the "true label" defined by the parent for-

mula is displayed. If none of the conditions described in the "or" formula are met, the "false

label" defined by the parent formula is displayed. A condition is user-defined term. It usu-

ally includes a column reference compared to a user defined value. This value can be a

label, another column, or a numeric expression.

Jason's protocol requires samples from either 07/04/1776 or 06/21/1788. To find

samples in his dataset he will use the "if" formula to display the storage locations

as the "true label" and "Not Useful" as the "false label". Storage locations are listed

in the column labeled {Storage Location}, and sample date values are listed in

the column labeled {Sample Date}. In the "or" formula, he will set the first con-

dition that {Sample Date} be equal to 07/04/1776 and the second condition

that {Sample Date} be equal to 06/21/1788. For the "or" formula, he will type

or({Sample Date} == 07/04/1776,

{Sample Date == 06/21/1788)

For the full "if" formula he will type

if(or(({Sample Date} == 07/04/1776,

{Sample Date == 06/21/1788), {Storage Location}, "Not Useful")
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This will produce a column displaying one of two values, the replicate of the cor-

responding value in {Storage Location} or "Not Useful". If any of the conditions defined in

the "or" formula are met, the cell will display an output of the corresponding {Storage Loca-

tion} value. If none of the conditions defined in the "or" formula are met, the cell will display

an output of "Not Useful". Jason's samples are stored in "Sample Box 1". A {Sample Date}

value of 07/04/1776 will display an output of"Sample Box 1". A {Sample Date} value of

12/15/1791 will display an output of"Not Useful".

Note:"or" MUST be used within another formula.
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case

case ([condition1, "label1"], [condition2, "label2"], ...)

The "case" formula will create a new column containing the user-defined label when the

user-defined condition is true. The label value can be a user-defined label (a word or

series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a numeric expression, or another

column (enclosed in curly brackets). A condition is user-defined term. It usually includes a

column reference compared to a user defined value. This value can be a label, another

column, or a numeric expression.

Paul has a list of body-mass indexes for the subjects in his study. The data are listed in the

column labeled {BMI}. He wants to assign a label that will tell him if the subject is

"Healthy", "Overweight", "Obese" or "Underweight" based on the {BMI} values. He will

type

case(

[{BMI} < 18.5, "Underweight"],

[{BMI} >= 30.0, "Obese"],

[{BMI} >= 25.0, "Overweight"],

[{BMI} >= 18.5, "Healthy"])

This will produce a column with the label "Underweight" for a {BMI} column value of under

18.5, the label "Healthy" for a {BMI} column value of over 18.5 and under 25.0, the label

"Overweight" for {BMI} column values of over 25 and under 30, and the label "Obese" for

{BMI} column values of over 30. A {BMI} value of 24.5 will display an output of "Healthy",

and a {BMI} value of 31.7 in {BMI} will display an output of "Obese".
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Note:"case" defines precedence from the top down. A BMI of 31.7 is greater than

thirty (Obese), and greater than 25 (Overweight), and greater then 18.5 (Healthy).

The value is labeled "Obese" because the "Obese" case is at the top.

Optional: case([condition1, "label1"], [condition2, "label2"], ["default label"])

The "default label" option will add the defined label for every row of the searched data that

does not meet any of the conditions listed.

Paul only wants to pay attention to overweight and obese values in his {BMI}

column. He wants everything not overweight or obese labeled as "Not over-

weight." He will type

case([{BMI} > 30.0, "Obese"],

[{BMI} > 25.0, "Overweight"],

["Not overweight"])

This will produce a column with the label "Overweight" for {BMI} column values of over 25

and under 30, the label "Obese" for {BMI} column values of over 30, and the label "Not

overweight" for {BMI} column values of 24.9 or less. A {BMI} value of 24.5 will display an

output of "Not overweight", and a {BMI} value of 27.9 will display an output of "Over-

weight".

Note:"case" defines precedence from the top down. A BMI of 31.7 is greater than

thirty (Obese), and greater than 25 (Overweight), and greater then 18.5 (Healthy).

The value is labeled "Obese" because the "Obese" case is at the top.
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concat

concat(expression1, expression2, ...)

The "concat" formula will create a new column containing a single value consisting of the

combination of the expressions described in the formula. The target expression can be a

user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a numeric

expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets).

Veronica wants to add 1000 to the front of her ID numbers. The ID values are lis-

ted in the column labeled {ID}. She would type

concat( 1000, {ID})

This will produce a column displaying the characters "1000" in front of the ID value. An

{ID} value of 5D4 will display an output of 10005D4.

Note:To add a space, type quotation marks around a space, and place that in the

sequence as yet another expression.

Camden wants to create a column containing both the first and last names of

the subjects in his dataset. The first name data are listed in the column labeled

{First Name} and the last name data are listed in the column labeled {Last

Name}. He wants the new column to be formatted with a comma and a space

between the two values, with the last name before the first name. He would type

concat({Last Name},

", ",

{First Name})
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This will produce a column displaying the value from {Last Name}, a comma, a space, and

the {First Name} value. A {First Name} value of "First" and a {Last Name} value of " Last"

will display an output of "Last, First".

Note:If Camden had not entered ", " (comma space) into the "concat" formula, his

output would have been "LastFirst".
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count

count()

The "count" formula will create a new column containing the number of rows in the entire dataset.

 Jenny wants to know the number of rows in her biomaterials dataset. She will

type

count()

This will produce a column displaying the number of rows in the dataset. A dataset with 12

rows will display an output of 12.

Note:Since "count" produces one number, that number will be displayed in every

cell of the new column.

Optional: Count(groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the "count" for all the rows in the dataset, the

formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified {groupBy}

column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries will be

treated though they comprise their own group.

Jenny's dataset has one sample per row. She wants to know the number of rows

for each of the sample types. The sample type data are listed in the column

labeled {Sample Type}. She will type

count({Sample Type})
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This will produce a column displaying the count of the rows in the group for samples with

the same value in the {Sample Type} column. See below.

Sample Sample Type oount

1 RNA 3

2 Protein 4

3 Protein 4

4 RNA 3

5 RNA 3

6 cDNA 2

7 Protein 4

8 Protein 4

9 cDNA 2

10 12

11 12

12 12

Count grouped by Sample Type

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Jenny could group her data by sample type, then by date.
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find

find(pattern, target expression)

The "find" formula will create a new column containing a number indicating the character

position of the specified pattern within the target expression. The pattern can be a user-

defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a numeric

expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets). The target expression can be

a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a

numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets).

Leslie wants to find the facility ID, which is listed in the barcode after the letters

"BF". The barcodes are listed in the column labeled {Barcode}. To easily find the

ID, she wants to know the position of each sequence "BF" in the column {Bar-

code}. She will type

find("BF", {Barcode})

This will produce a column displaying the position of the letters "BF" in number of char-

acters from the start of the row. A {Barcode} value of 709C-37BF32, will display an output

of 8.

Optional: find(pattern, target expression, start)

Adding a start value will return the position of a pattern found only after that number of char-

acters in the target expression.

Example: Leslie wants to find the Facility ID, which is listed in the barcode after

the letters "BF". "BF" can be found twice in the barcode, once at the beginning,
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and once in the middle. To eliminate the "BF" pattern at the beginning of the bar-

code from the search, she will start searching only after the fourth character.

She will type

find("BF", {Barcode}, 4)

This will produce a column displaying the start position of the letters "BF" in the barcode

as long as those letters were found after the first four characters. A {Barcode} value of

"9BF-709C-37BF32, will display an output of 12. Without the start value of 4, the output

would be 2.
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ifNull

ifNull(target expression, replacement label)

The "ifNull" formula will create a new column containing the replacement label in place of

the target expression if the value of a cell in the target expression is null. If the value in the

target expression is not null, then the replacement value will be displayed. The replace-

ment value can be a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quo-

tation marks), a numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets)..

Steve has a dataset with samples that are liquid and samples that are solid. The

volumes are listed in the column labeled {Volume}.He wants to replace the null

values in his column {Volume} with the number 0. He will type

ifNull({Volume}, 0)

This will produce a column displaying the existing value recorded in the {Volume} column

for values that exist, and 0 for values that were null in the {Volume} column. A {Volume}

value of 53 willdisplay an output of 53. A {Volume} value of null will display an output of 0.

Note:This function does not consider an empty string value (such as an en empty

space in quotations) as a null value. The original value ( the empty space in quo-

tations) will be displayed in the new column. Use "ifEmpty" for empty values.
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isEmpty

isEmpty(target expression)

The "isEmpty" formula is used ONLY within other functions that display "true" or "false" val-

ues (Boolean logic) such as "if" or "case."

The "ifEmpty" formula will affect the new column created by the parent formula. If there is

an empty value in the target expression (such as a blank space), the "isEmpty" will replace

that value with the "true label" described by the parent function. If the value is not empty,

the value defined in the target expression will be replicated. The target expression can be

a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a

numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets).

Chad wants to clean up the birthdates given by the subjects in his study. The

birth date values are listed in the column labeled {Birth Date}. He wants to

replace empty values in {Birth Date} with the word "Unknown." If there is an entry

in the column {Birth Date}, he wants that entry replicated in the new column. The

"isEmpty" formula will be used within the "if" formula. For the isEmpty formula he

will type

isEmpty({Birth date})

For the full "if" formula he will type

if(isEmpty({Birth Date}), "Unknown", {Birth Date})

This will produce a column displaying the birth date as listed in the {Birth Date} column, or

a cell containing the word "Unknown" if there is no entry in the "Birth Date" column. A

{Birth Date} value of 07/04/1776 will display an output of 07/04/1776. A value of a blank
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cell in {Birth Date} will display an output of "Unknown".

Optional: isEmpty(target expression, trim)

The trim option will determine how the code is displayed on the formula screen. The trim

option must be set to 'true' (in single quotation marks) or 'false' (in single quotation marks).

For a value of 'true', trim will remove any white-space in the "target expression" portion of

the "isEmpty" formula. For a value of 'false', trim will not remove any of the white space in

the "isEmpty" formula.

Note:The "trim" options are 'true' or 'false', set in single quotation marks.

Note:"isEmpty" must be used within a parent formula.
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length

length(target expression)

The "length" formula will create a new column containing the number of characters in the

corresponding cell of the target expression. The target expression can be a user-defined

label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a numeric expression,

or another column (enclosed in curly brackets).

Sam wants to know the characters in the subjects' last name. Last names are lis-

ted in the column labeled {Last Name}. He will type:

length({Last Name})

This will produce a column displaying the number of characters in the corresponding cell

of the column {Last Name}. A {Last Name} value of "Robertson" will display an output of 9.

Note:Non-string expressions, such as numbers or dates, will automatically be con-

verted to string expressions, and may be truncated.
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replace

replace(target expression, search for, replace with)

The "replace" formula will create a new column containing the modifications of the target

expressions using the user-defined "search for" and "replace with" values. Each value can

be a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a

numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets).The target expression

can be a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a

numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets).

Carlos wants to reduce the length of the barcodes for his samples. To accom-

plish this, he wants to replace the word "BioFortis" with "BF". The barcode IDs are lis-

ted in the column labeled {Barcode}. He will type

replace({Barcode}, "BioFortis", "BF")

This will produce a column displaying new barcodes with the letters "BF" in place of the

word "BioFortis". A {Barcode} value of 709C-37BioFortis32, will display an output of

709C-37BF32.
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substring

substring(target expression, start)

The "substring" formula will create a new column containing the part of the targeted expres-

sion replicated from the location marked 'start' through the end of the target expression.

The target expression can be a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed

in quotation marks), a numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets)..

The start value must be an integer.

Carlos wants to find the study that created each of his samples. The information

is included in the barcode label. The study ID begins at the 10th character of the

barcode. The barcode data are listed in the column labeled {Barcode}. He will

type

substring({Barcode}, 10)

This will produce a column displaying the value from the {Barcode} column beginning at

the 10th character. A {Barcode} value of 703C-R476-BioFortis-07041776 will display an

output of BioFortis-07041776.

Optional: substring(target expression, start, length)

Adding a 'length' value will place a limit on the length of the generated value. Only the

'length' number of characters will be displayed. The length value must be an integer.

 Carlos wants to have a column displaying the antibiotic used on his sample. The

antibiotic information is included in the full plate name, starting on the fourth

character. The full plate namesare listed in the column labeled {Plate Name}.
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Carlos doesn't need any more than the first three letters to identify an antibiotic,

so he will set the length value to "3". He will type

substring({Plate Name}, 4, 3)

A {Plate Name} value of "LB+Kanamycin 07/04/1776 will display an output of "Kan".
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Date Formulas

The date formulas in Qiagram are:

dateAdd

dateDiff

datePart

now

Note:If the fields used with a date formula must be in a date or datetime format.

Otherwise, the result will be a blank column.

The date formulas include datepart abbreviations.

Date part Abbreviation

Day "d"

Month "m"

Year "y"

Minute "n"

Hour "h"

Note:The datepart abbreviation includes the quotation marks.
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dateAdd

dateAdd(datePart, number, target expression)

The "dateAdd" formula will create a new column containing the date in the target expres-

sion modified by the addition of the number defined in the "dateAdd" formula. The target

expression can be a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quo-

tation marks), a numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets). add

the number to the datePart of the date in the target expression. The abbreviations for the

parts of the date are below.

Date part Abbreviation

Day "d"

Month "m"

Year "y"

Minute "n"

Hour "h"

Note:The datepart abbreviation includes the quotation marks.

Jason wants to add a column which lists three years after the date listed in the

column "Treatment Date." He would type

dateAdd("y",3,{Treatment Date})

This will produce a column displaying the modified date. A {Treatment Date} value of

07/04/1776 this willdisplay an output of 07/04/1779.
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Note:If the target expression is not in date format, then the output column will be

blank.

Note:If comparing hours or minutes between a datetime entry and a date entry, the

output will be measured assuming the date entry is timestamped at midnight.

Note:To subtract, use a negative sign in the number. For example. dateAdd(y, -3,

{Treatment Date} will subtract three years from the treatment date.
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dateDiff

dateDiff(datePart, Start date, End date)

The "dateDiff" formula will create a new column containing the number of datePart inter-

vals between the user defined start date and the user defined end date. The start date and

end date can be defined by data in a target column, or a single date. The abbreviations for

datePart are listed below.

Date part Abbreviation

Day "d"

Month "m"

Year "y"

Minute "n"

Hour "h"

Note:The datepart abbreviation includes the quotation marks.

Anna wants to know the number of days between the treatment date and the

death date. The treatment dates are listed in the column labeled {Treatment

Date}, and death dates are listed in the column labeled {Death Date}. She

would type

dateDiff{"m", {Treatment Date}, {Death Date})

A {Treatment Date} value of 06/21/1788 and a {Death Date} value of 12/15/1791 will dis-

play an output of 42.

Matt wants to know the number of months between the treatment date and 07/04/1776.
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The treatment dates are listed in the column labeled{Treatment Date}. He would type

dateDiff("m", "07/04/1776", {Treatment Date}

This will produce a column displaying the number of months between the value

in {Treatment Date} and 07/04/1776. A {Treatment Date} value of 06/21/1788,

will display an output of 144.

Note:If comparing hours or minutes between a datetime entry and a date entry, the

output will be measured assuming the date entry is timestamped at midnight.
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datePart

datePart("datepart", {Date Column})

The "datePart" formula will create a new column containing the indicated part of the date

listed in the target expression.

Kathryn has a dataset with samples that are labeled with a sample create date.

The dates are listed in the column labeled {Created On}. She wants to find the

year, but not the complete date, when each sample was created. She will type

datePart("y", {Created On})

This will produce a column displaying the year from the date listed in the {Created On}

column. A {Created On} value of 07/04/1776 will display an output of 1776.
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now

now()

The "now" formula will create a new column containing the current date and time of the

server. Now may be used within parent formulas, such as dateAdd or dateDiff.

 Issac wants calculate how many years ago each of the subjects had their first

treatment. The date of the first treatments are listed in the column labeled {First

Treatment}. He will type

dateDiff("y", {First Treatment}, now())

This will produce a column displaying the number of years between the date of the first

treatment and the current date. A current date of 06/21/1788 and a{First Treatment} value

of 07/04/1776 will display an output of 12.

Note:The "now" formula must not have anything between the two parenthesis.

Note:The "now" formula is based on the time zone of the server location, which

may vary from the time zone of your facility location.
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Statistical Formulas

The statistical formulas in Qiagram are:

Average

Exponent

Logarithm

Maximum

Minimum

Natural Logarithm

Percentile

Power

Quantile

Rank

Standard Deviation: Population

Standard Deviation: Sample

Standard Error of the Mean

Sum
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avg

avg(numeric expression)

The "avg" formula will create a new column containing the mathematical average of the

values in the target expression. The numeric expression can be a number, a column, or an

operation or formula with a numeric output.

Danielle wants to find the average height of her subjects. The height data are lis-

ted in the column labeled {Height}. She would type

avg({Height})

This will produce a column displaying the average of the values in the {Height} column. A

{Height} column containing the set of 4, 5, 6 and 7 will display an output of 5.5.

Note:Since ""avg" produces a single number, the same number will be displayed

in each cell of the new column.

Optional: avg(target expression, {groupBy1}, {groupBy2}, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " avg" for all the rows in the dataset, the

formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified {groupBy}

column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries will be

treated though they comprise their own group.
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Danielle wants to find the average height of the subjects by age. The height

data are listed in the column labeled {Height}. The age data are listed in the

column labeled {Age}. She would type

avg({Height}, {Age})

This will produce a column displaying the average height for each of the samples in the

{Height} column for cells with the same value in the {Age} column. See below.

Subject ID Height Age Average

1 4.8 13-21 5.5

2 5.6 65-99 5.4

3 6.2 21-64 6.0

4 5.9 21-64 6.0

5 5.3 13-21 5.5

6 5.4 65-99 5.4

7 5.4 13-21 5.5

8 5.2 65-99 5.4

9 6.0 21-64 6.0

10 5.4 5.6

11 6.3 5.6

12 5.8 5.6

Average Height grouped by Age

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Danielle could group her data by age and then by gender.
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exp

exp(numeric expression)

The "exp" function will create a new column containing the result of raising the numeric

expression to the mathematical constant e (2.71828). The numeric expression can be a

number, a column, or an operation or formula with a numeric output.

Bert wants to know the value of the exponent of e raised to the subjects' height lis-

ted in his column labeled {Height}. He would type

exp({Height}

This will produce a column displaying e raised to the value listed in the corresponding row

of the {Height} column. A {Height}value of 5 will display an output of 148.41316.

Note:The number of decimals can be changed at the top of the "New Column for

Formula" window.
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ln

ln(numeric expression)

The "ln" formula will create a new column containing the natural logarithm of the specified

numeric expression. The numeric expression can be a number, a column, or an operation

or formula with a numeric output.

Mary wants to plot the natural log of the cell count from her experiment. The cell

count data are listed in the column labeled {Cell Count}. To find the natural log-

arithm, she will type

ln({Cell Count})

This will produce a column displaying the natural logarithm of the corresponding row in

the column {Cell count}. A {Cell Count} value of 1 x 106 will display an output of 13.8155.
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log

log(numeric expression, base)

The "log" formula will create a new column containing the logarithm of the specified numeric expression to spe-

cified base. The base value must be a number. The numeric expression can be a number, a column, or an oper-

ation or formula with a numeric output.

Example: Mary wants to plot the log base 8 of the cell count from her exper-

iment. The cell count data are listed in the column labeled {Cell Count}. She will

type

log({Cell Count}, 8)

This will produce a column displaying the log base 8 value for each of the cells in the {Cell Count} column. A {Cell

Count} value of 2.6 x 107 will display an output of 8.2107.

Note:Note: If no base is specified, the default base is 10.
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max

max(numeric expression)

The "max" formula will create a new column containing the maximum value within the

numeric expression. The numeric expression can be a number, a column, or an operation

or formula with a numeric output.

Daniel wants to find the relative decrease of cell growth in his samples. The cell

count dataare listed in the column labeled {Cell Count}. He will first need to find

the maximum cell count for comparison. He will type

max({Cell Count})

This will produce a column displaying the maximum from the column {Cell Count} in every

cell of the new column. A {Cell Count} column containing the set 4, 5, 6 and 7 will display

an output of 7 in every cell in the {Max} column.

Note:Since "max" produces a single number, this number will be displayed in

every cell of the new column.

Optional: max(target expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " max" for all the rows in the dataset, the

formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified {groupBy}

column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries will be

treated though they comprise their own group.
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Daniel wants to find the relative decrease of cell growth in his samples, with the

cell counts for different dates in distinct groups. The cell count data are listed in

the column labeled {Cell Count}, and the dates are listed in the column labeled

{Date}. He will type

max({Cell Count}, {Date})

This will produce a column displaying the maximum value of the {Cell Count} column for

cells with the same value in the {Date} column. See below.

Subject Cell Count Date Max

1 57 07/04/1776 198

2 43 06/21/1788 241

3 102 12/15/1791 170

4 241 06/21/1788 241

5 86 07/04/1776 198

6 62 12/15/1791 170

7 198 07/04/1776 198

8 170 12/15/1791 170

9 73 06/21/1788 241

10 201 241

11 64 241

12 95 241

Maximum Cell Count grouped by Date

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Daniel could group his data by date and then by incubator.
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min

min(target expression)

The "min" formula will create a new column containing the minimum value within the tar-

get expression. The target expression can be a user-defined label (a word or series of char-

acters enclosed in quotation marks), a numeric expression, or another column (enclosed

in curly brackets).

 Frank wants to normalize cell division rate for his data. The cell division data are

listed in the column labeled {Rate}. To find the minimum rate of cell division, he

will type

min({Rate})

This will produce a column displaying the minimum from the column {Rate} in every cell of

the new column. A {Rate} column containing the set 4, 5, 6, and 7 will display an output of

4 in every row of the {Min} column.

Note: Since "min" produces a single number, this number will be displayed in

every cell of the new column.

Optional: min(target expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " min" for all the rows in the dataset, the

formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified {groupBy}

column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries will be

treated though they comprise their own group.
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 Frank wants to find the minimum growth rates for his samples, with the growth

rates for different species in distinct groups. The growth rate data are listed in the

column labeled {Rate} and the species data are listed in the column labeled

{Species}. He will type

min({Rate}, {Species})

This will produce a column displaying the minimum value for each group with the same

value in the {Species} column. See below.

Dish Number Rate Species Min

1 4 S. pombe 4

2 18 S. cerevisiae 12

3 8 S. pombe 4

4 12 S. cerevisiae 12

5 23 S. japonicus 19

6 7 S. pombe 4

7 32 S. japonicus 19

8 19 S. japonicus 19

9 15 S. cerevisiae 12

10 5 5

11 16 5

12 7 5

Minimum Rate grouped by Species

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Frank could group his data by species and then by date plated.
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percentile

percentile(numeric expression)

The "percentile" formula will create a new column containing the percentile position of

each value in the numeric expression, based on all the values in the numeric expression.

The numeric expression can be a number, a column, or an operation or formula with a

numeric output.

 Carlos is studying the frequency with which the subjects check their e-mail. He

wants to find the percentile for each subject. The frequency data are listed in

the column labeled{Frequency}. He will type

Percentile({Frequency})

This will produce a column displaying the percentile rank for each value in the {Fre-

quency} column. For a {Frequency} set containing the values 1 through 100, a

{Frequency} value of 67 will display an output of 67.

Optional: percentile(target expression, {groupBy1}, {groupBy2}, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " percentile" for all the rows in the data-

set, the formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified

{groupBy} column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries

will be treated though they comprise their own group.

Carlos is studying the frequency with which the subjects check their e-mail. He

wants to find the percentile of the frequency. He further wants to group this data
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by the subjects' age. The frequency data are listed in the column labeled (Fre-

quency}). The ages are listed in the column labeled {Age}. He will type

percentile({Frequency}, {Age})

This will produce a column displaying the percentile of the values in the {Frequency}

column for cells with the same value in the {Age} column. An excerpt of the formula a {Fre-

quency} set containing the values 0 through 50 and an {Age} set of 13-65 is shown below.

ID Frequency Age Percentile

104 4 27 7

105 5 27 10

106 6 27 11

107 7 27 14

108 8 27 15

109 9 27 18

110 10 42 11

111 11 42 12

112 12 42 15

113 13 42 16

114 14 42 19

115 15 42 20

Excerpt of Percentile grouped by Age

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Carlos could group his data by age, and them by income.
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Note:If the number of samples in the dataset is less than 100, the "percentile" for-

mula will instead divide the values using the number of samples in the numeric

expression instead 100.
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power

power(numeric expression, power)

The "power" formula will create a new column containing the value of the numeric expres-

sion raised to the specified power. The numeric expression can be a number, a column, or

an operation or formula with a numeric output. The value for "power" must be a number.

Carlos wants to find raise the value of his cell count to the power of four. The cell

count data are listed in the column labeled{Cell Count}. He will type

power({Cell Count}, 4)

This will produce a column displaying the corresponding value raised to the power of four.

A {Cell Count} value of 7 will display an output of 2401.
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quantile

quantile(quantile count, numeric expression)

The "quantile" formula will create a new column containing the quantile position of the

value in the numeric expression. The quantile is divided into the number of parts defined

by "quantile count". This must be a number.The numeric expression can be a number, a

column, or an operation or formula with a numeric output. Some quantile counts have spe-

cific names.

Quantile Count Quantile Name

2 Median

3 Terciles/Tertiles

4 Quartiles

5 Quintiles

6 Sextiles

10 Deciles

12 Duo-Deciles

20 Vigintiles

100 Percentiles

1000 Permilles

Example: Natalie is working heart disease prediction based on serum cho-

lesterol levels. She wants to place each sample into quadrants based on serum

cholesterol levels. The serum cholesterol data are listed in the column labeled

{Serum Cholesterol}. Since she wants quadrants, she will use a quantile count of

4. She will type

quantile(4,{Serum Cholesterol})
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This will produce a column displaying the quadrant placement for each sample based on

the {Serum Cholesterol} value. For a {Serum Cholesterol} set containing

170,175,180,185,190,195,200,205, a {Serum Cholesterol} value of 185 will display an out-

put of 2.

Optional: quantile(quantile count, numeric expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " quantile" for all the rows in the dataset,

the formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified

{groupBy} column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries

will be treated though they comprise their own group.

Natalie is working on heart disease prediction based on serum cholesterol levels. She

wants to place each sample into quadrants based on serum cholesterol levels. She further

wants to group these samples based on gender. The serum cholesterol data are listed in

the column labeled {Serum Cholesterol}. The gender data are listed in the column labeled

{Gender}. Since she wants quadrants, she will use a quantile count of 4. She will type

quantile(4, {Serum Cholesterol}, {Gender}).

This will produce a column displaying the quadrant placement for each of the samples,

based on the {Serum Cholesterol} column for cells with the same value in the {Gender}

column. See below.

ID Serum Cholesterol Gender Quantile

1 180 M 1

2 175 F 2

3 180 F 3

Quantile of Serum Cholesterol grouped by Gender
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ID Serum Cholesterol Gender Quantile

4 185 M 2

5 195 M 4

6 170 F 1

7 190 M 3

8 185 F 4

9 180 1

10 190 3

11 200 4

12 185 2

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Natalie could group her data by gender and then by age.

Note:The "quantile count" divides the values in the numeric expression into the

indicated parts, with an equal number of values in each part. If the number of

samples in the dataset is less than the number defined in "quantile count", the

"quantile" formula will instead divide the values using the number of samples in the

numeric expression instead of the quantile count.
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rank

rank(numeric expression)

The "rank" formula will create a new column containing the rank of a single value in the

numeric expression as compared to the complete numeric expression. The numeric

expression can be a number, a column, or an operation or formula with a numeric output.

Phil wants to rank the carbon dioxide output volume produced by the exper-

imental subjects. The carbon dioxide output volume data are listed in the

column labeled {VCO2}. He will type

rank({VCO2})

This will produce a column displaying the ordered rank for each of the values in the {VCO2

}column, with the lowest value given the lowest number rank. A {VCO2} column containing

the set 0.25, 0.31, 0.37, and 0.50 will display an output of 1,2,3,4 in the {rank} column, in

that order.

Note:Rank sets the smallest number in the numeric expression as "1".

Optional: rank(numeric expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...,)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " rank" for all the rows in the dataset, the

formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified {groupBy}

column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries will be

treated though they comprise their own group.
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 Phil wants to rank his cultures by cell proliferation, determined from the cell

count, grouped within species. The cell count data are listed in the column

labeled {Cell Count} and the species data are listed in the column labeled {Spe-

cies}. He will type

rank({Cell Count}, {Species})

This will produce a column displaying the rank for each of the values in the {Cell

Count} column for cells with the same value in the {Species} column. See below.

Sample Cell Count Species Rank

1 435 S. cervisiae 1

2 658 S. japonicus 2

3 371 S. pombe 3

4 338 S. pombe 2

5 635 S. joponicus 1

6 472 S. cervisiae 2

7 481 S. cervisiae 3

8 327 S. pombe 1

9 674 S,. japonicus 3

10 154 1

11 782 3

12 306 2

Rank of Cell Count grouped by Species

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Phil could group his data by species and then by incubator.

Optional: rank(numeric expression, dense)
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The "dense" option determines how the rank is displayed if a value in the numeric expres-

sion is not a unique value. The dense option must be set to 'true' (in single quotation

marks) or 'false' (in single quotation marks). For a value of 'true', dense will tell "rank" to dis-

play the value one lower then the duplicate values to be the next number sequentially. For

a value of 'false', dense will tell "rank" to display the value after the duplicate values to be

the next number as if each duplicate value had a sequential number.

Phil wants to rank his cultures by cell proliferation, determined from the cell

count. The cell count data are listed in the column labeled {Cell Count}. He has

duplicate values in this column. He wants the rank to continue sequentially. He

will type

rank({Cell Count}, 'true')

This will produce a column displaying the rank for each of the values in his {Cell Count}

column. See below.

Cell count rank(dense = true) Rank(dense = false)

189 1 1

231 2 2

231 2 2

231 2 2

287 3 5

316 4 6

374 5 7

398 6 8

Note:The "dense" options are 'true' or 'false', set in single quotation marks.
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Note:The {groupBy} and 'dense' options can be used at the same time.
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stdevp

stdevp(numeric expression)

The "stdevp" formula will create a new column containing the population standard devi-

ation of the values in the numeric expression.The numeric expression can be a number, a

column, or an operation or formula with a numeric output.

Carlos wants to calculate the population standard deviation for the cell size of

his samples. The cell size data are listed in the column labeled {Cell Size}. He will

type

stdevp({Cell Size})

This will produce a column displaying the value of the population standard deviation of the

values in the entire column {Cell Size}. A {Cell Size} column containing the set of 37, 53,

42, 48 and 51 will display an output of 5.913.

Note:Since "stdevp" produces a single number, this number will be displayed in

every cell of the new column.

Optional: stdevp(target expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Adding additional columns to the formula will sort the data from the target expression into

groups. Instead of the population standard deviation being calculated from the values in

the entire column in the target expression, the population standard deviation will be determ-

ined for the target expressions that have the same value in the specified group column.
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 Casey wants to calculate the population standard deviation of his sample cell

sizes based on the type of antibiotic added. The cell size data are listed in the

column labeled {Cell Size} and the added antibiotics are listed in the column

labeled {Antibiotics}. He will type

stdevp({Cell Size}, {Antibiotics})

This will produce a column displaying the population standard deviation for the {Cell Size}

column for cells with the same value in the {Antibiotics} column.

Sample Cell Size Antibiotics STDEVP

1 42 Streptomycin 2.055

2 53 Ampicillin 26.132

3 22 Kanamycin 4.082

4 117 Ampicillin 26.132

5 47 Streptomycin 2.055

6 84 Ampicillin 26.132

7 12 Kanamycin 4.082

8 45 Streptomycin 2.055

9 17 Kanamycin 4.082

10 38 31.647

11 112 31.647

12 95 31.647

Population Standard Deviation of Cell Size grouped by Antibiotics

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Casey could group his data by antibiotics and then by date.
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stdevs

stdevs(numeric expression)

The "stdevs" formula will create a new column containing the sample standard deviation of

the values in the target expression. The numeric expression can be a number, a column,

or an operation or formula with a numeric output.

Carlos is studying risk markers for heart attacks in men. He wants to calculate the

sample standard deviation for the risk marker score of the subjects. The risk

marker scores are listed in the column labeled {Scores}. He will type

stdevs({Scores})

This will produce a column displaying the value of the sample standard deviation of the val-

ues in the entire column {Scores}. A {Scores} set of 37, 53, 42, 48 and 51 will display an

output of 6.611.

Note:Since "stdevs" produces a single number, this number will be displayed in

every cell of the new column.

Optional: stdevs(target expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " stdevs" for all the rows in the dataset,

the formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified

{groupBy} column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries

will be treated though they comprise their own group.

 Matt is studying risk markers for heart attacks in men. He wants to calculate the sample
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standard deviation of the risk marker score based on the age of the subjects. The risk

marker score data are listed in the column labeled {Score} and the ages are listed in the

column labeled {Ages}. He will type

stdevs({Score}, {Ages})

This will produce a column displaying the sample standard deviation for the {Score}

column for cells with the same value in the {Ages} column. See below.

Subject Score Ages Stdevs

1 42 31-54 2.517

2 53 55-85 32.005

3 22 18-30 5

4 117 55-85 32.005

5 47 31-54 2.517

6 84 55-85 32.005

7 12 18-30 5

8 45 31-54 2.517

9 17 18-30 5

10 38 38.760

11 112 38.760

12 95 38.760

Sample Standard Deviation of Score grouped by Ages

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Matt could group his data by age and then by race.
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sem

sem(numeric expression)

The "sem" formula will create a new column containing the standard error of the mean for

the values in the target expression. The numeric expression can be a number, a column,

or an operation or formula with a numeric output.

Carlos wants to find the standard deviation of the mean for the cell size of his

samples. The cell size data are listed in the column labeled {Cell Size}. He will type

sem({Cell Size})

This will produce a column displaying the standard error of the mean of the values in the

entire column {Cell Size}. A {Cell Size} column containing the set of 37, 53, 42, 48 and 51

will display an output of 2.956.

Note:Since "sem" produces a single number, this number will be displayed in

every cell of the new column.

Optional: sem(numeric expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " sem" for all the rows in the dataset, the

formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified {groupBy}

column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries will be

treated though they comprise their own group.
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Casey wants to calculate the standard error of the mean of his sample cell sizes

based on the type of antibiotic added. The cell size data are listed in the column

labeled {Cell Size} and the added antibiotics are listed in the column labeled

{Antibiotics}. He will type

sem({Cell Size}, {Antibiotics})

This will produce a column displaying the standard error of the mean for the {Cell

Size} column for cells with the same value in the {Antibiotics} column. See below.

Sample Cell Size Antibiotics SEM

1 42 Streptomycin 1.453

2 53 Ampicillin 18.478

3 22 Kanamycin 2.887

4 117 Ampicillin 18.478

5 47 Streptomycin 1.453

6 84 Ampicillin 18.478

7 12 Kanamycin 2.887

8 45 Streptomycin 1.453

9 17 Kanamycin 2.887

10 38 22.378

11 112 22.378

12 95 22.378

Standard Error of theMean of Cell Size, grouped by Antibiotics

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Casey could group his data by antibiotic, and then by date.
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sum

sum(numeric expression)

The "sum" formula will create a new column containing the total sum of the values in the

numeric expression. The numeric expression can be a number, a column, or an operation

or formula with a numeric output.

 Wendy wants to know the total volume of the frozen cell suspensions of her

samples. The volumes are listed in the column labeled {Volume}. She will type

sum({Volume})

This will produce a column displaying the sum of all the values listed in the {Volume}

column. A {Volume} column containing the set of 1.25, 1.0, .75, 1.25, 1.25, will display an

output of 5.5.

Note:Since "sum" produces a single number, this number will be displayed in

every cell of the new column.

Optional: sum(target expression, groupBy1, groupBy2, ...)

Adding additional {groupBy} columns to the formula will sort the data from the target

expression into groups. Instead of calculating the " sum" for all the rows in the dataset, the

formula will be calculated for all rows that have the same value in the specified {groupBy}

column. For subjects with no value in the {groupBy} column, the blank entries will be

treated though they comprise their own group.
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 Mark wants to find the sum of the volumes of his frozen cell suspensions based

on the date the cell were frozen. The volumes are listed in the column labeled

{Volume}, and the dates are listed in the column labeled {Date}. He will type

sum({Volume}, {Date})

This will produce a column displaying the sum for each group with the same value in the

{Date} column. See below.

Sample volume date sum

1 1.25 06/21/1788 3.00

2 1.50 07/04/1776 4.25

3 1.00 06/21/1788 3.00

4 0.75 12/15/1791 3.25

5 1.25 07/04/1776 4.25

6 0.75 06/21/1788 3.00

7 1.50 12/15/1791 3.25

8 1.00 12/15/1791 3.25

9 1.50 07/04/1776 4.25

10 1.25 15.00

11 1.50 15.00

12 1.75 15.00

Sum of Volume grouped by Date

There can be more than one {groupBy} column for each target expression. For example,

Mark could group his data by date and then by facility.
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Formula Glossary

Column References

When performing a query on a datasource, use brackets around the column name to indicate the chosen column.

Example: Paul wants to look at data contained in the column labeled "Facility

Name." He would type:

{Facility Name}

Condition

A condition is comparison term. It includes a target expression compared to a user-defined comparison value. Both the

target expression and the comparison value can be a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quo-

tation marks), a numeric expression, or another column (enclosed in curly brackets). Conditions are defined using oper-

ators, such as greater than (>) or equal to (==).

Example: Jack wants to find samples that have more than three aliquots. He will set

the condition that the value in the column labeled "Aliquots" be greater than three.

He would type the following:

{Aliquots} > 3

Example: Julie wants to find the people the people in her study with the last name

Robertson. She will set the condition that the value in the column "Last Name" be

equal to the label "Robertson".

{Last Name} == "Robertson"

datePart

a datePart is a specific number value from a datetime value formatted cell.

datePart abbreviations are listed below

Date part Abbreviation

Day "d"

Month "m"

Year "y"

Minute "n"

Hour "h"
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Note:The datepart abbreviation includes the quotation marks.

Note:Note: The abbreviation for "minute" is not m. It is n, to differentiate from "month"

Example: Eric wants to find the day from an entry in his "Admission Date" column.

"d", {Admission Date}

An {Admission Date} value of 07/04/1776 will display an output of"04."

GroupBy

GroupBy is an optional way to sort data generated by a formula working on the target expression. Typically, these for-

mulas generate a single output based on the total values in the target expression. The data from the formula and target

will be sorted into groups based on the target expression's value in the GroupBy column. The formula will search the

GroupBy column, and then perform the action on the target expressions that share the same values. This way, the out-

put is based only on the data from within the specified portion of the target expression. For subjects with no value in the

{groupBy} column, the blank entries will be treated though they comprise their own group.

Label

A label is a user-defined value such as text or characters. It is entered in formulas by placing quotation marks around the

word or string of characters. A label can be part of a search term, or a label can be part of the generated output.

Example: Julie wants to find the people the people in her study with the last name

Robertson. She will set the condition that the value in the column "Last Name" be

equal to the label "Robertson".

{Last Name} == "Robertson"

Example: Cameron wants to add the label "final" to all of his ID numbers contained

in the column named "ID" in his dataset. He will use concat, and define the first as his

ID column, and define the second expression as the label "final".

concat({ID}, "final")

Numeric Expression

A numeric expression is one of the main types of data acted upon with formulas.

A numeric expression can be a number, a column, or an operation or formula with a numeric output.

Examples of Numeric Expressions:
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The number four : 4

A column containing the number of thaws in numeric format : {Thaws}

The formula "dateDiff"("y", {Treatment Date}, {Death Date}) will give the numeric output of the difference, in

years between treatment date and death date. Since this output will be a numeric value for each row of the

dataset, the whole dateDiff formula can be used as the numeric expression of another formula.

An operation that will display an output of a numeric value, such as one columnwith numeric values multiplied

by another columnwith numeric values: {Width}*{Height}

Operators

Operators are the annotations used in mathematical and conditional expressions. A table of abbreviations is listed

below.

Operator Abbreviation

Multiplied by *

Divided by /

Added +

Subtracted -

Less than <

Less than or equal to <=

Greater than >

Greater than or equal to >=

Equal to ==

Not equal to !=

Note:Note: Multiplication and division have precedence over addition and subtraction.

To change this, use parenthesis!

Note:5+3*8 = 29 while (5+3)*8 = 64

Target Expression

The target expression is the set of values on which the formula will act. Unless otherwise restricted, the target expres-

sion can be a user-defined label (a word or series of characters enclosed in quotation marks), a numeric expression, or

another column (enclosed in curly brackets). Some formulas, such as "sum", will only work on numeric expressions.

Examples of Target Expressions
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A column listing the facility name: {Facility}

A date in mm/dd/yyyy format: 07/04/1776

A label contained in quotationmarks : "BioFortis"

The number four: 4
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Chapter 4 - Multi-Set Operations
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PerformingMulti-Set Operations

Multi-Set operations uses data from multiple datasources to perform a query. All Multi-set operations

require a relationship between the datasources. This relationship is defined as a column in one of

the datasources that is the same as a column in the other datasource. For more information, see

Defining Relationships.

Multi-set operations can be performed by dragging two nodes on top of each other on the canvas.

This will open the Multi-Set Operations Window.

 FIGURE 4 - 1: MULTI-SETOPERATIONSWINDOW

The most frequent operations, Combine Columns and Filter By, are presented on the window when it

opens. To view the complete list of available operations, click More Operations.
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 FIGURE 4 - 2: MOREOPERATIONS

All Multi-set operations require a relationship between the datasources. This relationship is defined

as a column in one of the datasources that is the same as a column in the other dataset. For more

information, see Managing Relationships.

Combine Columns - Display data from two datasources side-by-side

Filter By - Display data that have a relationship with a record in another dataset.

Union - Display all records from two datasources. The records must have the same columns, so the

only added data is the data rows.

Intersection - Display records that exist in two datasources. The records must have the same

columns.
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Exclusion - Display records that exist in one datasource, but not the other datasource. The records

must have the same columns.

Timeline Comparison - Compare datetime associated data in two datasources on a timeline.
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Managing Relationships

Relationships allow the user to link two datasources by defining fields in both as "related".

Note:The user must have access group permission for the nodes in order to create a rela-

tionship.

To define a new relationship, select the Manage Relationships button from any of the Multi-Set

Operation wizards. The Manage Relationships window will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 3: MANAGE RELATIONSHIPSWINDOW

To create a new relationship, select the New Relationship button. The New Relationship window

will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 4: NEWRELATIONSHIPWINDOW

Use the drop-down lists to specify how the two datasources are related. Select columns from each

datasource with matching values.

The user may also enter help text to be displayed when the relationship is chosen.

Match records by "Ctrl Barcode" in qPCR data and "Barcode" in Western Blot intensity.

The display text is used with the Filter By or Timeline Comparison Multi-Set Operations.
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After the relationship has been defined, select Apply to return to the Manage Relationships window.

 FIGURE 4 - 5: MANAGE RELATIONSHIPSWINDOW

The new relationship will be displayed.

Note:Multiple relationships may be created between the same two datasources.

Once the relationships have been defined, close the window to return to the Multi-Set Operation wiz-

ard.
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Combine Columns

The Combine Columns operation shows records from two datasources based on a common field

relationship and displays columns side-by-side.

To combine columns from two datasources, drag one node on top of another node on the canvas.

The Multi-Set Operations window will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 6: MULTI-SETOPERATIONSWINDOW

Select Combine Columns. This opens the Combine Columns wizard.
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 FIGURE 4 - 7: COMBINE COLUMNSWIZARD - STEP 1

In step 1, use the Venn diagram to select which records from the datasources should be displayed

in the results.

All records from Node A, and related records from Node B All records from Node B and related records from

Node A
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Only records that in Node A that have matching records in

Node B
All records from Node A and Node B

The Name field is the name that will be displayed on the canvas.

Click Next to move to step 2.

 FIGURE 4 - 8: COMBINE COLUMNSWIZARD - STEP 2

This step defines how the records in the datasources are related.

If no relationship has been defined for these datasources, the user must define the relationship. If a

relationship has been defined, the user may choose that defined relationship, or may choose to

define a new relationship using the Combine Columns Wizard.

To define a new relationship, use the drop-down list to select the column from the first node that has

matching values with a column in the second node. Next, use the drop-down list to choose that

matching column in the second node.
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 FIGURE 4 - 9: CHOOSE BARCODES

Both the qPCR data datacource and the Western Blot intensity datasource have a "Bar-

code" column. To find matching records, compare the values in "Ctrl barcode" from

qPCR data to "Barcode" in Western Blot intensity. Matching records will have the same

values in these columns.

Note:To save a relationship between two datasources, select the Manage Relationships but-

ton. For more information, see Managing Relationships.

Once a relationship has been defined, select Finish.

 FIGURE 4 - 10: NEWCOMBINE COLUMNQUERY

The new query node will be displayed on the canvas with arrows connecting it to the parent data-

sources.

For more information on the canvas conventions, see Conventions.
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To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 4 - 11: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.

For more information on selecting columns, see Selecting Columns.

 FIGURE 4 - 12: COMBINE COLUMNRESULTS

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more
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information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Filter By

The Filter By operation shows records from one datasource based on their presence in another

node.

To filter two datasources, drag one node on top of another node on the canvas. The Multi-Set Oper-

ations window will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 13: MULTI-SETOPERATIONS WINDOW

Select Filter Datasource A by Datasource B or Filter Datasource B by Datasource A.

If a relationship has been defined for the datasources, a query is automatically built. This query

shows the records in Datasource A (the node on the canvas) that have corresponding records in

Datasource B (the node dropped on top).
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 FIGURE 4 - 14: RESULTS FROM A PREDEFINED RELATIONSHIP

To change this, double-click the node, or right-click and select edit to open the Filter Wizard.

If no relationship has been defined for the datasources, the Filter Wizard will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 15: FILTERWIZARD - STEP 1

The first step defines which records will be displayed. The records with corresponding data in the

second datasource can be displayed or excluded.

The Name field is the name that will be displayed on the canvas.

After the radio button is selected, click Next to move to the second step.
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 FIGURE 4 - 16: FILTERWIZARD - STEP 2

This step defines how the records in the datasources are related.

If no relationship has been defined for these datasources, the user must define the relationship. If a

relationship has been defined, the user may choose that defined relationship, or may choose to

define a new relationship using the Combine Columns Wizard.

To define a new relationship, use the drop-down list to select the column from the first node that has

matching values with a column in the second node. Next, use the drop-down list to choose that

matching column in the second node.

 FIGURE 4 - 17: CHOOSE BARCODES
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Both the qPCR data datacource and the Western Blot intensity datasource have a "Bar-

code" column. To find matching records, compare the values in "Ctrl barcode" from

qPCR data to "Barcode" in Western Blot intensity. Matching records will have the same

values in these columns.

Note:To save a relationship between two datasources, select the Manage Relationships but-

ton. For more information, see Managing Relationships.

Once a relationship has been defined, select Finish.

 FIGURE 4 - 18: NEW FILTERBYQUERY

The new query node will be displayed on the canvas with arrows connecting it to the parent data-

sources.

For more information on the canvas conventions, see Conventions.

Filter By Results

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that
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will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 4 - 19: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.

 FIGURE 4 - 20: FILTERBY RESULTS

Note that the results are all from the first datasource. No columns have been added from the second

datasource.

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Union

The Union operation combines records from datasources containing the same fields.

To create a Union between two datasources, drag one node on top of another node on the canvas.

The Multi-Set Operations window will open. Click the More Operations button to expand the

options.

 FIGURE 4 - 21: MULTI-SETOPERATIONS- MOREOPTIONS

Select Union.

If all fields have the exact same name, a Union query is produced automatically.
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 FIGURE 4 - 22: UNIONQUERY

If the two datasources have any fields that do not have the same name, a prompt window will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 23: MISMATCHEDFIELDS PROMPTWINDOW

Select Yes, let me define a mapping to open the mapping window.

This window displays columns listing the fields contained in the datasources with the fields as rows.

Fields that have the same name are automatically matched. Fields that are present in only one data-

source have a blank space in the other column.
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 FIGURE 4 - 24: MAPPINGWINDOW

To match columns, drag the field name to the space next to the corresponding field name.

Dose (mg/M2) from Treatment Dates matches Dose in AGS 7 treatment. Drag the Dose

(mg/M2) name to the empty space on the right of the Dose row. The Dose(mg/M2) row is

now empty.

Click the red x to remove fields from the mapping.
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 FIGURE 4 - 25: COMPLETEDMAPPING

Any fields that remain unmatched will be displayed in the union with rows without this value will be

left empty.

 FIGURE 4 - 26: NEWUNIONNODE

The new query node will be displayed on the canvas with arrows connecting it to the parent data-

sources.

For more information on the canvas conventions, see Conventions.

Union Results
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To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 4 - 27: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.
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 FIGURE 4 - 28: UNIONQUERY RESULTS

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Intersection

The Intersection operation finds records that exist in two datasources that contain the same fields.

To create an Intersection of two datasources, drag one node on top of another node on the canvas.

The Multi-Set Operations window will open. Click the More Operations button to expand the

options.

 FIGURE 4 - 29: MULTI-SETOPERATIONS- MOREOPTIONS

Select Intersection.

If all fields have the exact same name, an Intersection query is produced automatically.
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 FIGURE 4 - 30: INTERSECTIONQUERY

If the two datasources have any fields that do not have the same name, a prompt window will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 31: MISMATCHEDFIELDS PROMPTWINDOW

Select Yes, let me define a mapping to open the mapping window.

This window displays columns listing the fields contained in the datasources with the fields as rows.

Fields that have the same name are automatically matched. Fields that are present in only one data-

source have a blank space in the other column.
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 FIGURE 4 - 32: MAPPINGWINDOW

To match columns, drag the field name to the space next to the corresponding field name.

Dose (mg/M2) from Treatment Dates matches Dose in AGS 7 treatment. Drag the Dose

(mg/M2) name to the empty space on the right of the Dose row. The Dose(mg/M2) row is

now empty.

Click the red x to remove fields from the mapping.
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 FIGURE 4 - 33: COMPLETEDMAPPING

Any fields that remain unmatched will be displayed in the Intersection with rows without this value

will be left empty.

 FIGURE 4 - 34: NEW INTERSECTIONNODE

The new query node will be displayed on the canvas with arrows connecting it to the parent data-

sources.

For more information on the canvas conventions, see Conventions.
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Intersection Results

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 4 - 35: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.

 FIGURE 4 - 36: INTERSECTION RESULTS

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Exclusion

The Exclusion operation finds records in one datasource that are not present in the second data-

source that contains the same fields.

To create an Exclusion with two datasources, drag one node on top of another node on the canvas.

The Multi-Set Operations window will open. Click the More Operations button to expand the options.

 FIGURE 4 - 37: MULTI-SETOPERATIONS- MOREOPTIONS

Select Exclusion.

If all fields have the exact same name, an Exclusion prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 38: EXCLUSIONPROMPT BOX

The user may define mappings between the two datasources, or choose the automatic mapping

option.

If the user chooses the automatic mapping option, the Exclusion query will be created.

If the user chooses the definemapping option, themapping window will open.

If the two datasources have any fields that do not have the same name, a prompt window will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 39: MISMATCHEDFIELDS PROMPTWINDOW

Select Yes, let me define a mapping to open the mapping window.

This window displays columns listing the fields contained in the datasources with the fields as

rows.

Fields that have the same name are automatically matched. Fields that are present in only one
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datasource have a blank space in the other column.

 FIGURE 4 - 40: MAPPINGWINDOW

To match columns, drag the field name to the space next to the corresponding field name.

Dose (mg/M2) from Treatment Dates matches Dose in AGS 7 treatment. Drag the Dose

(mg/M2) name to the empty space on the right of the Dose row. The Dose(mg/M2) row is

now empty.

Click the red x to remove fields from the mapping.
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 FIGURE 4 - 41: COMPLETEDMAPPING

Any fields that remain unmatched will be displayed with the rows without this value left empty.

 FIGURE 4 - 42: NEWEXCLUSIONNODE

The new query node will be displayed on the canvas with arrows connecting it to the parent data-

sources.

For more information on the canvas conventions, see Conventions.

Exclusion Results

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select
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Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.

 FIGURE 4 - 43: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.

 FIGURE 4 - 44: EXCLUSIONQUERY RESULTS

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Timeline Comparison

Timeline comparisons compares the date, time, or datetime values from one datasource to date,

time, or datetime values in another datasource, and returns records that meet the defined criteria.

To create a Timeline Comparison between two datasources, drag one node on top of another node

on the canvas. The Multi-Set Operations window will open. Click the More Operations button to

expand the options.

 FIGURE 4 - 45: MULTI-SETOPERATIONS- MOREOPTIONS

Select Timeline Comparison for the desired node. The Timeline Comparison window will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 46: TIMELINE COMPARISONWINDOW

Use the fields to define the criteria used to choose the records.

The Compare drop-down box lists the date, time, or datetime fields available in the first and second

datasources. Choose the fields to compare.

The Show records from fields define the time frame used to choose the records.

The first drop-down box contains the type of comparison.

Later than - Show all records in the first datasource with a date, time, or datetime value after the value in the field from

the second datasource.
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Prior to (Before) - Show all records in the first datasource with a date, time, or datetime value before the value in the

field from the second datasource.

Between - Show all records in the first datasource with a date, time, or datetime value between the values in the field

from the second datasource.

The time frames are chosen using drop-down boxes. The time unit values are

Day(s)

Hour(s)

Minute(s)

Month(s)

Year(s)

The timeline highlights the range where records will be chosen.
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 FIGURE 4 - 47: CHOSEN RANGE

Additional timeline criteria can be added by using the Add Another Time frame button. The returned

records may match one criteria ("or") or both criteria ("and").

Relationship information determines how the two datasources are linked.

 FIGURE 4 - 48: TIMELINE COMPARISON - RELATIONSHIP INFORMATION

The "Compare Events for ..." radio button chooses a single relationship defined for the two datasources.

The "Compare All Events" radio button uses all relationships defined for the two datasources.

The "Definemy OwnRelationship" radio button allows the user to choose which fields to use to link the records.

Once the timeline criteria have been established, select Apply. A new Timeline Query will appear on
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the canvas.

 FIGURE 4 - 49: NEW TIMELINEQUERY

Find treatment records Subjects in the AGS 7 Study whose birthday is 3 to 6 months

before their birth date.

Use the Subjects subset that contain only Subjects from the AGS 7 Study. Combine with the Treat-

ment Dates datasource, and choose "Timeline Comparison showing Treatment Date"

The Treatment Date field is "First Treatment"

The Subject field is "Birthday"

The range options are Between, 3Months After, and 6Months After

The relationship uses the predefined relationship linking the Subject ID fields together.

Timeline Comparison Results

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.
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 FIGURE 4 - 50: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.

 FIGURE 4 - 51: TIMELINE COMPARISONRESULTS

The records from the first datasource within the chosen range are displayed.

The results can be downloaded, saved as a snapshot, or rendered into a visualization. For more

information on managing the query results, see Query Results.
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Chapter 5 - Query Results
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Running aQuery

Once a query has been built, the user can run the query to find the records that fit the query criteria.

Preview Query

Before running the query, the user may preview the results. The preview feature gives a quick view

of the query results without leaving the canvas.

A load preview button is available in the Create Formula and Create Calculation wizards. Select this

button to expand the preview section.

 FIGURE 5 - 1: FORMULA RESULTS PREVIEW

The preview displays the first 20 records of the results, allowing the user to make changes to the for-

mulas before leaving the wizard.

If the formula is changed, select Refresh Preview to display the new results.

To hide the preview frame, select Hide Preview.
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A preview button is available for every node using the right-click menu.

 FIGURE 5 - 2: RIGHT-CLICK MENU

Selecting the Preview button will open the preview in a frame at the bottom of the canvas.

 FIGURE 5 - 3: PREVIEW FRAME

The preview frame may be refreshed by selecting the refresh button at the bottom of the frame, or by
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selecting the Refresh button from the preview options on the right of the preview frame.

 FIGURE 5 - 4: PREVIEWOPTIONS

The preview options are Refresh, Show/Hide columns, Open in New Tab, and Close Preview.

The Refresh option update the preview results.

The Show/Hide Columns option opens the Select Columns window.

 FIGURE 5 - 5: SELECTCOLUMNS WINDOW

Choose the columns to display in the preview frame. For more information, see Selecting Columns.

The Open in New Tab option opens the preview in a results tab.
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 FIGURE 5 - 6: PREVIEW TAB

Opening the preview in a results tab allows the user to use the Results menu. The results menu

includes the SQL, Print, Visualize, Download, and Save Snapshot buttons. For more information,

see Query Results.

The Close Preview option closes the preview frame.

Run Query

Once the query has been designed and finalized, the query may be run.

To run the query, select the Run button at the top of the window, or right-click the node and select

Run Query to Here.

If more than one query is present on the canvas, Qiagram cannot run the query using the Run but-

ton at the top of the window. An error message will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 7: RUN ERRORMESSAGE

Once the query is run, Qiagram will search all records in Labmatrix to find those that meet the
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criteria.

The query results will be displayed in a new tab.

 FIGURE 5 - 8: QUERY RESULTS

For more information, see Query Results.
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Query Results Page

The query results are the records returned according to the search criteria.

Query results are opened in a new tab after the query is run.

 FIGURE 5 - 9: QUERY RESULTS TAB

The tab is automatically named Results. To rename the tab, double click on the tab name. A prompt

box will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 10: RE-NAME RESULTS TAB

Rename the results tab, then selectOK.

The query results tab has a menu bar with New Query, Import, Back to Query, SQL, Print, Visualize,

Download, and Save Snapshot buttons.

The returned records and fields are listed in rows and columns below the menu bar.

Menu Bar
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New Query

The New Query button will open a new query tab on the canvas.

TheNew Query button is also available on the canvas.

Import

The Import button allows the user to upload datasources and queries into Qiagram.

The Import button is also available on the canvas. For more information, see Importing Data.

Back to Query

The Back to Query button opens the tab of the query used to create the visualization.

This option is only available if the query tab is open.

SQL

The SQL button opens a window showing the SQL for the results set.
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 FIGURE 5 - 11: SQL SCREEN

The SQL button is only available with Developer Mode enabled.

Print

The Print button allows the user to print a copy of the query results. Selecting the print button will

open a print results page.

 FIGURE 5 - 12: PRINTRESULTS PAGE
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This page displays the results formatted for printing. Select Print to send the results to the printer.

Visualize

The Visualize button allows the user to create a graphical visualization of the results.

In order to create a visualization, the query results must have a numeric field.

For more information, see Visualizations.

Download

The Download button allows the user to download a copy of the results. Select the download button

to open a drop-down list of the download options.

 FIGURE 5 - 13: DOWNLOAD DROP-DOWN LIST

The results can be downloaded as Excel data (.xls or .xlsx format), tab-delimited text format, or as

TIBCO SpotFire data.

Selecting a format will open the download dialog box.
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 FIGURE 5 - 14: DOWNLOADDIALOG BOX

SelectOK to download the results.

Save a Snapshot

A snapshot preserves the data in the query at the time the query was run. Select Save Snapshot to

open the Save Snapshot window.
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 FIGURE 5 - 15: SAVE SNAPSHOTWINDOW

The Save Snapshot window contains a Name field, a Security Group field, and a Description field.

Name - The name of the snapshot. This field is filled with the tab name by default.

Security Group - The Security Group that will be allowed access to the snapshot.

This field is required.

Description - A text description of the snapshot. The description can be searched for keywords using

the Palette filter box.

Enter the information in the field and select Save Snapshot.

The snapshot will be saved under the Snapshot group on the palette.

Click the filter icon to refresh the palette to show the snapshot.
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 FIGURE 5 - 16: SNAPSHOTGROUP

Returned Data

The data selected using the query criteria are displayed in a grid on the results page. Results are

presented with 100 rows to a page.

Each record is a single row.

Each field is a single column.

The columns shown are chosen using the column selection screen when the query is run. For more inform-

ation, seeSelecting Columns.

If more than one datasource is used in the query, the individual column headers will list the parent

datasource. This option can be turned off in the column selection screen.

Note:The results displayed are dependent on the user's permission levels. Users viewing

data from different studies or different may see blank cells in certain columns if given dif-

ferent permission levels. E.g. Users may have PHI permission in one study, but not another.

A column containing PHI data will have values in the rows listing records the user may

access, but not in rows listing records the user may not access.
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The columns can be reordered by clicking and dragging the column headers to the desired order.

The row sort order can be toggled between ascending and descending either by double-clicking the

column header or by hovering the mouse over the column header and clicking the down arrow that

appears.

 FIGURE 5 - 17: COLUMNHEADER DROP-DOWNMENU

Select the order to use to sort the results.

The column header menu also allows the user to choose which columns are displayed on the results

screen.

Select Columns to display a list of the columns chosen for the query. Un-select the checkbox to hide

it on the results page. Select the checkbox again to show the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 18: COLUMN SELECTIONMENU
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Visualizations

Visualizations allow the user to create a graph of the query results.

The datasource must have at least one numeric field in order to create a visualization.

Creating a Visualization

Visualizations can be created from the New Query menu or from a query results tab.

New Visualization from the New Query menu

To create a new visualization, select the New Query menu. A drop-down menu will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 19: NEWQUERYMENU

Select the New Visualizations button. The Add Graph window will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 20: ADDGRAPHWINDOW

The visualization can be created from a saved query or from an open query results tab.

To select a saved query, use the Saved Query radio button and select the down arrow from the
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field. A drop-down list of all available queries will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 21: SELECTSAVEDQUERY

Select the desired query, then select Create Visualization. The new visualization tab will open.

To select a query with an open results tab, select the Query Result Tab radio button and select the

down arrow from the field. A drop-down list of the open results tabs will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 22: SELECTQUERY RESULTS TAB

Select the results tab to use, then select Create Visualization. The new visualization tab will open.

New Visualization from a query results tab

To create a new visualization from a results tab, select the Visualize button from the results tab

menu.

 FIGURE 5 - 23: VISUALIZE BUTTON

The new visualization tab will open.
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Note:Only a visualization created using the Saved Query option in the Add Graph window

can be saved and used in the Report menu in Labmatrix.

Configure a Visualization

When a visualization is created, it opens in a new tab.

 FIGURE 5 - 24: NEW VISUALIZATION TAB

By default, the visualization is configured as a line graph with the x and y axis defined as the first

numeric field in the query.

The visualization options are listed on the left frame. The options are: 
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Chart Type

X-axis

Y-axis

Record Selection

Layout Options

The top of the visualization options frame contains a link to the original query, the visualization

options tab, and a plus sign.

 FIGURE 5 - 25: VISUALIZATIONOPTIONS

A plus sign allows the user to add a new graph to the visualization tab.

 FIGURE 5 - 26: SECONDGRAPH ADDED

The new visualization options will open in a new tab within the current options frame.

The new graph will be shown side-by-side with the current graph.
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 FIGURE 5 - 27: TWO VISUALIZATIONS SIDE-BY-SIDE

The second graph can be removed by selecting the "x" next to the tab name in the left frame.

Chart type

The chart type drop-down box allows the user to choose the chart type.

 FIGURE 5 - 28: CHART TYPE

The chart type options are:
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Area Chart - The datapoints are connected with straight lines. The area between the line and the X-axis is filled.

Bar Chart - The data are displayed as horizontal bars.

ColumnChart - The data are displayed as vertical bars.

Line Chart - The datapoints are connected with straight lines.

Pie Chart - A circular chart with the data represented as portions of a whole.

Scatter Plot Chart - The data are displayed as discrete points not connected by a line. The X-axis must be a numeric

field. The X-axis scale can be linear or log base 10.

Scatter Line Chart - The datapoints are connected with straight lines. The X-axis must be a numeric field. The X-axis

scale can be linear of log base 10.

Timeline Chart - The datapoints are connected with straight lines. The X-axis must be a date field.

X- Axis

The primary axis determines how the data are arranged and organized.

Depending on the chart type, the primary axis will be the X-axis, Y-axis, or Slice Label

The primary axis is the X-axis for Area Charts, ColumnCharts, Line Charts, Scatter Plot Charts, and Scatter Line

Charts.

The primary axis is the Y-axis for Bar Charts.

Note:When the primary axis is the Y-axis, it is treated like the X-axis.

 FIGURE 5 - 29: THE X-AXIS
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The X-axis options include the X-Axis field, the Sort By field, and the Sort Direction field.

The X-Axis field determines the values used for the X-axis.

The Sort By field determines the order in which the X-axis values will be displayed.

The Sort Direction field determines if the Sort By field sorts the values in ascending or descending order.

Use the drop-down lists to choose the fields.

 FIGURE 5 - 30: CHOOSE X-AXIS FIELD (TEXT)

The X-axis field must be the indicated field type.

Text X-axes can accommodate text fields or numeric fields.

The X-axis field is the Biomaterial ID. The Sort By field is Notes. The Sort Direction is ascend-

ing.

 FIGURE 5 - 31: EXAMPLE X-AXIS

The X-axis displays the Biomaterial ID. The first Biomaterial ID on the X-axis is the ID match-

ing the record that has the lowest Notes values, as sorted in ascending order.
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Y-Axis

The data series axis determines the data values that will be displayed on the graph.

The data series axis is the Y-axis for Area Charts, ColumnCharts, Line Charts, Scatter Plot Charts, and Scatter Line

Charts.

The data series axis is the X-axis for Bar Charts.

Note:When the data series axis is the X-axis, it is treated like the Y-axis.

 FIGURE 5 - 32: THE Y-AXIS

The Y-axis contains the data series name, the data series field, and an Add Series button.

The data series name is the label that will appear on the Y-axis.

The data series field contains the values displayed on the graph.

TheAdd Series button allows the user to plot additional data series on the graph.

Use the drop-down list to select a field to use as the data series.

 FIGURE 5 - 33: CHOOSE Y-AXIS FIELD (DATA SERIES)
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The data series must be a number.

Use the data series name text field to the left of the data series field to enter the label to be dis-

played on the Y-Axis and the data key.

 FIGURE 5 - 34: DATA SERIES NAME AND DATA KEY

The Add Series button selects a second data series to add to the selected graph.

 FIGURE 5 - 35: ADDDATA SERIES

The new data series will be listed below the current data series.

The first numeric column from the results will be chosen by default.

Use the down arrow to select a different field for the data series.

Data series can be removed using the red "x" to the right of the data series.

Scatter plot charts and scatter line charts have a menu under the "x" next to the data series field.

 FIGURE 5 - 36: DATA SERIES MENU
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The drop-down menu configures error bars and the Y-axis type.

Error Bars

The error bar option allows the user to add error bars to the data points on the graph. Select Error

Bars.

 FIGURE 5 - 37: ERRORBARS

Select Show, then choose the field to determine the error bar size using the drop-down menu.

Note:The user can add a column containing a formula to calculate the standard deviation of

the data series. See Adding a Formula Column.

Y-Axis Type

The Y-axis type option allows the user to configure the location of the Y-axis.

 FIGURE 5 - 38: Y-AXIS TYPE

For visualization with multiple data series, the Y-axis label can be displayed on the left or on the

right.

Multiple Y-axes are useful for displaying different y-axis scales on the same graph.
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By convention, the Y-axis on the right side is the secondary Y-axis.

Pie Charts

Pie charts are circular charts that present the data series as a value proportional to a whole.

 FIGURE 5 - 39: PIE CHART

The Slice Label and Slice Value take the place of the X-axis and Y-axis, respectively.

The Slice Label field determines how the data are arranged and organized.

The Slice Value field contains the values displayed in the graph.
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 FIGURE 5 - 40: SLICE LABELS

The Slice Labels section contains a Slice Labels field, a Sort by field, and a Sort Direction field.

The Slice Labels field determines the field used to sort the displayed values.

The Sort By field determines the order in which the slice labels will be displayed on the pie chart.

The Sort Direction field determines if the Sort By field sorts the values in ascending or descending order.

Use the drop-down list to select the field to use as the Slice Label or Sort By column.

 FIGURE 5 - 41: CHOOSE SLICE LABELS FIELD

The Slice Value section contains a

 FIGURE 5 - 42: SLICE VALUES

The Slice Values section contains a slice value name text box and a slice value field.
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The slice value name is the label that will appear when themouse hovers over the pie chart.

The slice values field contains the values used to create each slice.

Use the drop-down list to select a Slice Value field.

Mousing over a section of the pie chart will display the slice label and the slice value with the slice

value name.

 FIGURE 5 - 43: MOUSE OVER DISPLAY

Record Selection

The Record Selection section determines which records of the series will be used in the graph.

 FIGURE 5 - 44: RECORDSELECTIONSECTION

The records can be restricted from the beginning or the end of the data series.

To change how the records are sorted, select a different X-axis or Slice Value field.

Layout Options

The layout options section allows the user to configure the labeling of the graph.
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 FIGURE 5 - 45: LAYOUTOPTIONS

The layout options section contains a Chart Title field, an X-Axis Caption field, a Y-Axis Caption

field, a Hide Data Labels checkbox, a Label Truncation field, an Auto Refresh checkbox, and a Misc

option.

Chart Title - The title of the visualization. The title is displayed above the graph. By default, this is the name of the

query used tomake the graph.

X-Axis Caption - The caption shown underneath the X-axis. By default, this is the name of the field chosen for the data

label.

Y-Axis Caption - The caption shown beside the Y-axis. By default, this is the name of the field chosen for the first data

series.

Hide Data Labels - Determines if the X-axis caption is displayed on the graph.

Label Truncation - If checked, this field determines themaximum number of characters allowed in the data labels.

Auto-Refresh - If checked, the graph will automatically refresh after every changemade to the graph options.

Misc - Themisc section contains a refresh button. This allows the user to manually refresh the graph.

Limits section

The Limits section displays the number of data points used to create the graph. This number
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determines how quickly the visualization will load.

 FIGURE 5 - 46: DATA POINT LIMITS

There are 1000 data points allowed per data series.

If a visualization uses more than one data series, the maximum total is 2000 data points.

Manage the number of data points using the Records Selection section.

Managing Visualizations

Once a visualization is saved, the options frame will close. The menu bar for the saved graph is dis-

played at the top of the tab.

 FIGURE 5 - 47: SAVEDVISUALIZATIONMENUBAR

The menu bar contains Edit, Delete, and Refresh buttons.

Edit - TheEdit button opens the options frame. The user may make changes to the graph content and display.

Delete - TheDelete button allows the user to delete the visualization. A prompt box will open requesting the pass-

word before the deletion can be confirmed.

Refresh - TheRefresh button reloads the graph using any updated information in the data series.

Graph Viewing Options

When the edit frame is open, right-clicking on the graph will open a viewing options menu.
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 FIGURE 5 - 48: VIEWINGOPTIONSMENU

The viewing options menu allows the user to split the visualization into multiple graphs and alter the

Y-axis scale.

Split into Multiple Graphs

Multiple graphs are available when the visualization is made from a subset query that contains a vari-

able.

The data are grouped by the variable, and then the graph is created using the options. that were

defined in the options frame.

To split a graph into multiple graphs, select the Split into Multiple Graphs option. A prompt box will

open.

 FIGURE 5 - 49: SPLITGRAPH

Choose a field assigned a variable using the drop-down menu and click Apply. The new graphs will
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load on the tab.

 FIGURE 5 - 50: RECORDS WITH THE SAME [NOTES] VALUE.

Biomaterials are tested for siRNA levels of many different siRNAs. The siRNA is recorded in

the [Notes] column. Create a graph showing the control CT and the siRNA CT for all Bio-

materials. Then create multiple graphs using the Notes column. Each graph will show

data values for records with the same value in the Notes column.

Scale Y-axis

The scales of the primary and secondary Y-axes can be customized from the viewing options menu.

 FIGURE 5 - 51: Y-AXIS SCALE

Select Custom Scale to open the prompt box.
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 FIGURE 5 - 52: CUSTOMY-AXIS SCALE PROMPT BOX

The custom Y-axis scale prompt box has two options:

Normalize Y-Axis scale for each row of graphs

Definemy own scale

Normalize Y-axis scale for each row of graphs is useful for a visualization split into multiple graphs.

Rather than using the same scale on all graphs, each component graph has a Y-axis scale based on

the data values in that component graph.

Define my own scale allows the user to specify the minimum and maximum values of the Y-axis.

Saving Visualizations

Once a visualization has been created or edited, it may be saved using the Save button from the

menu bar.

 FIGURE 5 - 53: SAVE BUTTON FROM AN EDITED VISUALIZATION

Note:Visualizations can only be saved if they were created from the New Query menu using

the Saved query option.
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Selecting the Save button opens the Save Visualizations window.

 FIGURE 5 - 54: SAVE VISUALIZATIONSWINDOW

Use the folder tree to select the location for the visualization.

Use the Name field to enter a visualization name. This name will label the visualization in the folder

tree.

If the developer mode in enabled for the user, the user may designate a name for the visualization

to use as an API key.

Select Save Visualization to save the visualization.

Note:Saving the visualization in the Reports folder will make the visualization available in

the Labmatrix Reports menu. The visualization will be refreshed with the current information

in the underlying datasource every time it is accessed.
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If the visualization was created from within a results tab or from the Query Results Tab option in the

New Visualization window, visualization cannot be saved.

Selecting the Save button will bring up an error message.

 FIGURE 5 - 55: SAVE ERRORMESSAGE

Save the underlying query, then create a visualization from the saved query to save these visu-

alizations.

For more information on Reports, see Reports.
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Chapter 6 - Managing Queries
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ManagingQueries

The queries can be managed from the canvas. The queries can be documented, copied and

removed, and edited.

Documenting Queries

The canvas can display helpful information about a query. The node names and notes can be used

to clarify the process and goal of complicated queries.

Node Name

The default node names can be very straightforward. Subsets are given the same name as the par-

ent node, for example. While these names can be changed during query creation, they can also be

changed once the query is on the canvas.

To change the node name, double-click the node. A change name prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 6 - 1: CHANGE NAME PROMPT BOX

Enter the new name, then select Apply.

Add a note

A descriptive note can be added anywhere on the canvas. Right-click the location and select Add

Note. This will open a text box at that spot on the canvas.
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 FIGURE 6 - 2: NOTE ON THE CANVAS

The user can enter any text in the note. The note can be re-sized by clicking and dragging the out-

line. If necessary, a scroll bar will open in the note.

Copying and Pasting Queries

Queries can be copied using the Create a Copy button in the query menu, which will open the

query in a new tab. Queries can also be copied for use on the same canvas.

To copy a query from the canvas, right click the node and select Copy.
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 FIGURE 6 - 3: NODE RIGHT-CLICK MENU

This will copy the selected node and any upstream queries (the queries to the left).

Mouse over Copy to see the nodes that will be copied highlighted in green.

Multiple nodes and queries can be selected using Ctrl+Click to select multiple nodes, or by left-click-

ing and dragging over an area.

To paste a copied query, right-click anywhere on the canvas.

 FIGURE 6 - 4: CANVAS RIGHT-CLICKMENU

Select Paste to past the queries to that spot on the canvas.

Removing Queries
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The queries on the canvas can be removed. To remove a query, right click on the node and select

Remove.

This will remove the selected node and any downstream queries (the queries to the right).

Mouse over Remove to see the nodes that will be removed highlighted in red.

Editing Queries

Any of the queries on the canvas can be modified. To edit the queries, right-click the node and

select Edit, or double-click the node. The Query will open.

 FIGURE 6 - 5: OPENEDQUERY

The query will be opened with the current criteria. Select any of these criteria to change them, or

add or remove criteria.

Use the Name field to change the name.

If the query creation wizard had multiple steps, the Edit option will open the first step.

Union, Intersection, and Exclusion multi-set operations can be completed automatically. Use the

edit option to change any of the criteria in those operations.
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Manage Datasources

The data catalog allows the user to edit the properties of the datasource, to rebuild the index or cata-

log, and to delete the datasource.

To manage the datasource properties, open the Data Catalog. Search for the datasource of interest,

or browse the Data Catalog. Alternately, right-click the datasource in the palette, and select "Open in

Data Catalog".

Once the data catalog is open, select Full Documentation.

Mouse over the datasource to view the available links.

Edit Properties

Rebuild Index

Rebuild Catalog Data

Delete

Edit Properties

The Edit Properties window can be opened using the Edit Properties link.
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 FIGURE 6 - 6: EDITPROPERTIESWINDOW (LEFT)

 FIGURE 6 - 7: EDITPROPERTIESWINDOW (RIGHT)

The Edit Properties window contains a field for the Datasource Name, Security Group, and Palette

Group, check boxes for Update Catalog Immediately, Update Catalog Nightly, Create Covering

Index, and Sort Fields Alphabetically, and a list of fields in the datasource.

The Name field allows the user to edit the datasource name.

The Security Group field allows the user to define which Security Groups may access the data-

source. Double-click the field to see a drop-down list of Security Groups, or begin typing to receive
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suggestions.

The Palette Group field allows the user to place the datasource within a defined group in the palette.

The Update Catalog Immediately option allows the user to immediately update the catalog. This

enters any changes to the catalog made in the edit properties window.

Updating the catalog immediately may slow the performance of Qiagram. Consider updating the catalog at night,

when usage is minimal.

The Update Catalog Nightly option will automatically record any changes to the cataloged fields in

the datasource.

This option is selected by default.

The Creating Covering Index option will create a multi-column index that includes all the columns in

the underlying table. This index increases performance of queries where the user indicates all

columns in the displayed output.

Selecting this optionmay increase the time it takes tomodify data in the datasource.

The Sort Fields Alphabetically option sorts the fields in the datasource alphabetically, as opposed to

the default numbered order.

Field Properties

The table of fields allows the user to change the field properties. Click the cell to change the property

values for a field. The values can be changed either by typing into the text field or by choosing a

value from a drop-down list.

Properties marked with a red asterisk are required.
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 FIGURE 6 - 8: FIELDPROPERTIES (LEFT)

To remove a column, select the red button to the left of the field name.

To add a column, use the Add Field option. Type into the text box to view a drop-down list of suggestions.

The Order property specifies the order in which the field will appear in lists, e.g. when creating sub-

sets or selecting fields for query outputs. This is an ordinal value, so blanks, gaps, and duplicate val-

ues are permitted.

Fields with a blank value will appear at the end of the list

If more than one field has the same values (included blank or repeated) the fields will be sorted alphabetically.

The Field Name property is the name that appears when building queries and viewing results.

Changing the field name here does not alter the underlying data.

The Type property is the category of data in the field, e.g. text, decimal, integer. The field type can-

not be changed here. The type must be changed in the underlying data using the Custom Data mod-

ule.
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The Multityped property indicated if a field contains values of multiple datatypes, e.g. a field with both

numeric and string values. Designating a field as multityped allows multiple datatypes to be com-

pared when creating subset criteria.

The Catalog property indicates if values in this field are entered in the catalog. All string values are

cataloged by default. Cataloged values can be searched for by keyword using the data catalog, and

will be shown in Most Common Value Charts.

The Index property indicates if the field is indexed in the database. Indexing a field creates a non-

clustered index on the underlying column. The indexing will be performed when the save button is

selected.

Large datasources may take a considerable amount of time to index. Indexing takes additional disk space, so con-

sider space consumption when indexing large datasources.

The Cache Suggestion property indicates if the value suggestions for this field are cached. If this

field is set to "yes", all values in the field will appear in drop-down suggestions regardless of how the

field is used in a query.

The Value Column property described where the values for the field are stored. This column is used

when quantitatively comparing values of a field, e.g. subsets, calculations, result set ordering. Use

Display Column to specify an alternative, formatted value for the user to see.
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 FIGURE 6 - 9: FIELDPROPERTIES (RIGHT)

The Display Column property lists the values that will be displayed, instead of the value listed in the

Values Column. This column is optional.

The Access Group Column property specifies the column that holds the list of access group IDs

granting access to a field. If left blank, the datasource Security Group permissions are used.

This column is necessary for row and cell access control.

The PHI property specifies if this field contains Protected Health Information (PHI). If set to "yes",

only users with PHI level permission will be able to view the data in the field.

The Field Group property specifies a heading under which multiple fields may be grouped when

appearing in a list, e.g. when creating a subset, or selecting fields for query outputs.

The Field Group Order property specifies the order in which the field group appears in relation to

other field groups.

Fields with the same group name should be assigned the same group order.

Rebuild Index/ Rebuild Cataloged Data

The datasources are re-indexed and re-cataloged every evening after close of business. To run the
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operations immediately, select the Rebuild Index or Rebuild Cataloged Data links.

 FIGURE 6 - 10: MOUSE OVER LINKS

Rebuild Index - Rebuilding the index will optimize performance for queries using this datasource.

Use this if queries seem slow.

Rebuild Cataloged Data - Rebuilding the catalog facilitates searches within this datasource.

These options only affect the selected datasource.

To rebuild all indexed and catalogs on the server, use the Advanced Catalog Options.

Rebuilding the Index or Catalog Data may impact system resources and affect Qiagram performance

for other users.

Deleting a Datasource

To delete a datasource, select the Delete link. A prompt box will open, requesting the user's pass-

word.

 FIGURE 6 - 11: DELETE PROMPT BOX

Enter the password, then click the Delete button to confirm the deletion.

Note:The datasource must be deleted from the data catalog. Deleting the datasource from

the palette will remove the node from the palette for the duration of the Qiagram session.
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Using the data catalog

The data catalog provides an in-depth view of the datasources and their contents.

To browse the data catalog, select the data catalog button from the upper right of the Qiagram

frame. The data catalog will open.

 FIGURE 6 - 12: DATA CATALOG

The browse option lists all of the datasources in alphabetical order.

To close the data catalog, select the Close button at the bottom of the window.

To refresh the data catalog, select the Refresh button at the bottom of the window. This will update

the search results.

To search the data catalog, use the search bar in the upper right of the Qiagram frame. Enter the

keyword into the search bar, and press enter.
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 FIGURE 6 - 13: DATA CATALOG SEARCHBAR

The data catalog will display the search results.

 FIGURE 6 - 14: SEARCHRESULTS - MATCHESONLY OPTION

The Catalog Options frame is on the left and the Results frame is on the right.

The Catalog Options Pane

The Catalog Options pane lists the options for searching and displaying the results. When the

keyword is entered, Qiagram searches the datasource name, datasource description, field name,

field description, and field values (if indexed).

Matches Only - The Matches Only option will display the highest level that includes the keyword.
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If the datasource name contains the keyword, only the datasource namewill be displayed.

If the field description contains the keyword, the datasource name, datasource description, field name, and field

description will be displayed.

Full Documentation - The Full Documentation option will display all the requested information for a

datasource containing a keyword.

If a datasource name contains the keyword, the datasource name, datasource description, field name, and selected

details will be shown.

 FIGURE 6 - 15: SEARCHRESULTS - FULLDOCUMENTATION OPTION

Show Details - If the Full Documentation option is chosen, the Show details check-box will appear.

If this box is not selected, only the datasource name, datasource description, and field names will be shown for the

returned datasources.

If this box is selected, the Show Statistics, Show Description, and Show Charts check-boxes will become available.
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Show Statistics - Select this option to display the number of records in the datasource. Selecting the

Show Fields arrow will display the field name, the field datatype, the field density, and the field

uniqueness.

 FIGURE 6 - 16: SHOWDETAILS - SHOWSTATISTICS OPTION

The field density is the percentage of records that have a entry in the field.

The field density is shown as a green bar.

The field uniqueness is the percentage of records that have a unique entry in the field.

The field uniqueness is shown as a blue bar.

Show Descriptions - Select this option to display the description for each datasource and field.

Selecting the Show Fields arrow will display the field name, the field datatype, and the field descrip-

tion.

The descriptions can be edited. Click on the description, then enter text in the text box.
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 FIGURE 6 - 17: SHOWDETAILS - SHOWDESCRIPTIONS OPTION

Show Charts - Select this option to display charts of the values in each field of the datasource.

When the Show Fields arrow is selected, a Density Chart is shown.

When the Show Values arrow is selected, aMost Values Chart is shown.

The Data Density Chart shows all the fields in a datasource. The Most Common Values chart

shows the values for a single field.

Data Density Chart - The Data Density Chart shows how many records in the field are not blank.

This is displayed a bar chart with the percentage shown in green. The Data density chart also

shows how many values are unique within each field. This is displayed as a blue point.
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 FIGURE 6 - 18: DATA DENSITY CHART (LEFT) ANDMOSTCOMMONVALUES CHART (RIGHT)

Most Common Values Chart - The Most Common Values Chart shows how many records use each

value in a particular field within the datasource. The values are displayed as a pie chart. The ten

most common values are displayed , with all others being aggregated into a single slice labeled

"Other".

Note:The field must be cataloged for the Most Common Value Chart to be displayed. For

more information, see Managing Datasources.
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Search Within - The Search Within section allows the user to filter the datasources by Security

Group.

Check one or more boxes to include datasources with that Security Group in the search.

Checking no boxes will return datasources from all Security Groups.

Using the Search Results

Use the search results to add a datasource to the canvas without using the palette.

Click on the datasource name to add the datasource node to the canvas.

Click on a field name to add the datasource node to the canvas and open a new subset window with that field selec-

ted as the subset criteria.

Click on a value to add the datasource to the canvas and open a new subset window with that field and value selec-

ted as the subset criteria.

For more information on subsets, see Creating a Subset.

For more information on managing datasources from the data catalog, see Managing

Datasources.
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Query Menu

The queries on the canvas can be saved, the settings changed, deleted, copied, and deleted from

the query menu.

 FIGURE 6 - 19: QUERYMENU

The queries on the canvas can be annotated and copied.

Saving a Query

Once a query has been created, it can be saved to be loaded and run against updated Labmatrix

records.

To save a query, select the Save button located on the upper menu. The Query Settings window will

open.
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 FIGURE 6 - 20: QUERY SETTINGSWINDOW

The Query Settings window contains four tabs: Location, Description, Datasource, and Columns.

Location Tab

The location tab contains a folder tree. Select the folder to save the query. Folders are either public

or private.

Note:Queries saved in private folders cannot be viewed by other users.

Queries saved in public folders may be accessed by other users.

Users with access to the datasourcemay see the query.

The user must have permission to access the folder containing the query to access the query. For more information

onmanaging folders, see Folder Tree.

The Reports folder is used to save queries to be used in the Labmatrix Reports menu. For more
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information, see Reports.

To create a new folder, right-click the parent folder and select Create New Folder.

The Name field is available on the bottom of the Query Settings window.

 FIGURE 6 - 21: QUERY SETTINGSWINDOW

The Query Name field is the name of the query to be saved. This field is mandatory.

If the developer mode is enabled, the API Key field will be available. This is the name of the query

that will be used in code. This value must be unique.

Description Tab

The description tab contains a text box. The description will be used to search for queries in the

folder tree. For more information, see Folder Tree.

Datasource Tab

The datasource tab allows the query to be saved as a datasource to incorporate into other queries.
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 FIGURE 6 - 22: DATASOURCE TAB

If the query is saved as a datasource, it can be saved as private or public. To make the datasource

available to other users, select the "Share with users who have access to datasources in the fol-

lowing Security group" option.

Begin typing in the text box to open a drop-down list of suggested values.

Note:If other users will have access to the datasource, the query must be saved in a public

folder.

Columns tab

The columns tab defines which columns are available in the query.
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 FIGURE 6 - 23: COLUMNSELECTIONTAB

Columns can be changed when selecting Run Query to Here from the canvas. See Selecting

Columns.

Once all the options are selected, click Save.

The query is now listed in the folder tree to the left. For more information, see Folder Tree.

Select Change Query Settings from the query menu to open and edit the Query Settings tab after the

query has been saved.

 FIGURE 6 - 24: CHANGEQUERY SETTINGS BUTTON

Delete Query

To delete a saved query, select the Delete button from the query menu. A prompt box will open,

requesting the user's password.
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 FIGURE 6 - 25: DELETE PROMPT BOX

Enter the password, then click the Delete button to confirm the deletion. The query will no longer be

listed in the folder tree.

Note:Deleting the query will prevent any other users from accessing that query.

Create a Copy

To create a copy of the query, select the Create a Copy button from the query menu.

 FIGURE 6 - 26: CREATE A COPY BUTTON

This will open a duplicate of the query in a new tab.

 FIGURE 6 - 27: QUERY IN NEW TAB
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If there is more than one query on the canvas, all of them will be copied to the new tab.

Export

To export the query, select the Export button from the query menu. This will open the Export prompt

box.

 FIGURE 6 - 28: EXPORT PROMPT BOX

The query will be exported as a .json file. Exporting a query saves a copy of the query off of the Lab-

matrix server. These queries can be imported to Qiagram using the Query Definition button from the

Import menu. For more information, see Importing Data.
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Folder Tree

The folder tree displays all folders where the user may save queries or visualizations.

Note:Visualizations are treated like queries for the purposes of this section.

The folder tree is displayed on the left of the Qiagram page.

 FIGURE 6 - 29: QIAGRAMPAGE

Selecting a query will open it in a new tab on the canvas.

The folder tree area can be widened or narrowed by clicking and dragging the outer edge. The area
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can be hidden completely using the arrows next to the search box.

 FIGURE 6 - 30: FOLDER TREE

The folder tree can be searched using the text box at the top of the folder tree.

To search the folder tree, enter the keyword in the folder tree, then select the filter button.

The folder tree will show all folders, queries, and visualizations with names or descriptions that

match the keywords.

 FIGURE 6 - 31: SEARCH RESULTS

The folder tree contains four main folders: Favorites, Recent, Private, and Shared.

 FIGURE 6 - 32: FOLDERTREE

The Favorites folder contains a link to any queries marked as "Favorite." This makes them easily
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accessible, without having to search or navigate the folder tree.

SeeManaging the Folder Tree below for information onmarking a query as a favorite.

The Recents folder contains a list of queries accessed during recent Qiagram sessions. These will

be listed in chronological order, with the most recently accessed query listed first.

The 15most recent queries will remain in the list after the user has logged out.

To remove a query from the Recents folder, right-click the query and select Remove from Recent.

The Private folder is where queries are saved by default. Queries in this folder are only accessible

by the user who created them. The Private folder is unique to each user.

The Shared folder contains queries that may be accessed by multiple users. The Shared folder is

accessible by all users within the institution.

Sub-folders within the shared folder can be restricted to users with certain Roles. For more information, see

Managing the Folder Tree, below.

The Shared folder contains a Reports folder. The Reports folder holds queries that are used in the

Reports menu in Labmatrix. For more information on using the Qiagram Reports folder, see

Reports.

Note:If a query is used as a datasource in another query, the original query must be saved

in the shared folder for that second query to be available to other users.

Managing the Folder Tree

The user can sort the queries and the folders using the folder tree.

Managing Queries

Right-clicking on the query will open a menu.
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 FIGURE 6 - 33: SAVEDQUERY RIGHT-CLICK MENU

The options are Open Query in Editor, Delete Query, Mark as 'Favorite', Move To, Export, and Prop-

erties.

OpenQuery in Editor - Open theQuery in a new tab on the canvas

Delete Query - Delete the saved query

Mark as 'Favorite' - Place a link to the saved query in the Favorites folder

To remove a query from the favorite menu, right-click the query and select Remove from 'Favorites'

Move To -Move the query to a different folder

Select Move To to open theMoveQuery Window
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 FIGURE 6 - 34: MOVEQUERYWINDOW

Select the destination folder, then click Move to move the query.

Items can also bemoved between folders by clicking and dragging.

Note:If a query is moved from a shared folder to a private folder, other users will no

longer be able to access the query.

Export - Export the query as a json file

The exported query can be imported back into Qiagram using the Importmenu

Properties - Displays the Query Properties window
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 FIGURE 6 - 35: QUERY PROPERTIESWINDOW

TheQuery Properties Window displays the query ID, the query name, and themodification history.

Managing Folders

The folders can be expanded by selecting the [+] next to the folder name. This will list all the contents

of the folder, including queries and sub-folders.
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 FIGURE 6 - 36: EXPANDEDFOLDERTREE

Right-clicking on a folder will open a menu.

 FIGURE 6 - 37: FOLDER RIGHT-CLICK MENU

The Create New Folder option will create a new sub-folder within the selected folder. The New

Folder window will have fields for the folder name and API key.

Folder Name is the name of the folder. This field is required.

API Key is the name the developers will use when referring to the folder. This is only available when Developer Mode

is enabled for the user.
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If the folder is a shared folder, the New Folder window will also have a permissions section.

 FIGURE 6 - 38: NEW FOLDERWINDOW - SHARED FOLDER

The user can choose to give the folder the same permissions as the parent folder, or define the

Roles that can access the queries in the folder.

Select the "Use the same permissions as the parent folder" radio button to automatically apply those permissions to

the new folder.

Select the "Use these permissions" radio button tomanually assign permissions to the queries saved in the folder.

The permissions are assigned to Roles. The permissions from most accessible to least accessible

are:
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Can Edit - The query can be opened and edited in Qiagram and run as a Report in Labmatrix.

Can View - The query can be viewed and opened in Qiagram and run as a Report in Labmatrix.

Can Run - The query can be run as a Report in Labmatrix, but cannot be viewed in Qiagram.

The Create New Query option will open a new query tab on the canvas. When this query is saved,

the location will automatically be set to the selected folder.

The Delete option will delete the folder and any queries saved within. A prompt box will open,

requesting the user's password.

 FIGURE 6 - 39: DELETE PROMPT BOX

Enter the password, then click the Delete button to confirm the deletion.

The Move To option will move a folder and its contents to a new location in the Folder Tree.

SelectMove To to open the Move Folder window.
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 FIGURE 6 - 40: MOVE FOLDERWINDOW

Use the folder tree to select a new destination for the folder, then selectMove to move the folder.

Note:If a folder is moved from a shared folder to a private folder, other users will no longer be

able to access the folder or the queries within.

The Export option will export the folder as a .zip file.

The Refresh option reloads the folder.

The Properties button opens the Folder Properties window.
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 FIGURE 6 - 41: FOLDERPROPERTIESWINDOW

The properties window allows the user to change any of the properties assigned when the folder

was created.

Folder Name is the name of the folder. This field is required.

API Key is the name the developers will use when referring to the folder. This is only available when Developer Mode

is enabled for the user.

Select the "Use the same permissions as the parent folder" radio button to automatically apply those permissions to

the new folder.
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Select the "Use these permissions" radio button tomanually assign permissions to the queries saved in the folder.

Can Edit - The query can be opened and edited in Qiagram and run as a Report in Labmatrix

Can View - The query can be viewed and opened in Qiagram and run as a Report in Labmatrix.

Can Run - The query can be run as a Report in Labmatrix, but cannot be viewed in Qiagram
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Reports

Reports are used to display saved query results and visualizations directly from the Reports menu

in Labmatrix.

 FIGURE 6 - 42: REPORTSMENU

Reports are useful for quickly accessing frequently run queries, or for users who are not familiar

with Qiagram.

Creating a Report

To create a report, save a query or visualization in the Reports folder.
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 FIGURE 6 - 43: SAVE A QUERY IN THE REPORTS FOLDER

The Reports folder is nested in the Shared folder.

Note:The Reports folder must have the API key "labmatrix.reports"

Files in shared folders may be accessed by other users in Qiagram and Labmatrix.

The users who may use queries and visualizations within the shared folder may by managed using

access control.

A shared folder will have a Permissions section in the New Folder window and the Folder Properties

window.
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 FIGURE 6 - 44: NEW FOLDERWINDOW - SHARED FOLDER

The user can choose to give the folder the same permissions as the parent folder, or define the

Roles that can access the queries in the folder.

Select the "Use the same permissions as the parent folder" radio button to automatically apply those permissions to

the new folder.

Select the "Use these permissions" radio button tomanually assign permissions to the queries saved in the folder.

The permissions are assigned to Roles. The permissions from most accessible to least accessible

are:
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Can Edit - The query can be opened and edited in Qiagram and run as a Report in Labmatrix.

Can View - The query can be viewed and opened in Qiagram and run as a Report in Labmatrix.

Can Run - The query can be run as a Report in Labmatrix, but cannot be viewed in Qiagram.

The Reports folder gives permission to everyone by default.

To assign more fine-grained access control, create new folders within the Reports folder.

Right-click on the Reports folder and select Create New Folder.

 FIGURE 6 - 45: CREATE NEW FOLDER

Note:These child folders do not require an API key to be visible in the Labmatrix Reports

menu.

Each of these folders can be given specific access control without affecting the parent shared folder.

 FIGURE 6 - 46: EXAMPLE ACCESS CONTROL FOR A REPORT CHILD FOLDER
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The AGS7 Study folder is nested in the Reports folder. The folder may be viewed and run

by users with the Adams Lab Role, and may be edited, viewed and run by users with the

Pearson Lab Role.

The users with View permission are the only users who may access the query from the Reports

menu in Labmatrix.

 FIGURE 6 - 47: REPORTS IN LABMATRIX - PEARSON LAB
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 FIGURE 6 - 48: REPORTS IN LABMATRIX - ADAMS LAB

The report results are displayed in the right frame.

Query results are displayed in spreadsheet format.

Visualizations are displayed in graph format.

 FIGURE 6 - 49: REPORTRESULTS - SPREADSHEET FORMAT

The columns can be reordered by clicking and dragging the column headers to the desired order.
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The row sort order can be toggled between ascending and descending either by double-clicking the

column header or by hovering the mouse over the column header and clicking the down arrow that

appears.

 FIGURE 6 - 50: COLUMNHEADER DROP-DOWNMENU

Select the order to use to sort the results.

The column header menu also allows the user to choose which columns are displayed on the res-

ults screen.

Select Columns to display a list of the columns chosen for the query. Un-select the checkbox to

hide it on the results page. Select the checkbox again to show the column.

 FIGURE 6 - 51: COLUMN SELECTIONMENU

Variables

Subsets can be created with variables assigned to criteria. These variables can be used to refine
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search results when viewing Reports.

Variables are shown in the upper left of the report screen.

 FIGURE 6 - 52: REPORTS VARIABLE

The values from the field assigned as variable are available for sorting.

Use the drop-down arrow in the field to select the variable value.

 FIGURE 6 - 53: VARIABLE SELECTION

The selected variable value may be cleared using the Clear button.

The variable values may be updated using the Update button.

Subject, Biomaterial, and Study Report Tabs

The Subject, Biomaterial, and Study pages have a tab called "Report". The Reports tab lists Reports

that can be run directly from the Subject, Biomaterial, or Study page.

To create a Report that can be used from the Subject page, save the report query in the Subject
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Reports folder. This folder is contained within the Reports folder, and has the API key "lab-

matrix.reports.subject".

If the Report's underlying Qiagram Query contains the Subject ID as a variable, the Reports tab on a Subject's page will display

the result for the specific Subject by default.

 FIGURE 6 - 54: SUBJECTREPORTTAB

To create a Report that can be used from the Biomaterial page, save the report query in the Bio-

material Reports folder. This folder is contained within the Reports folder, and has the API key "lab-

matrix.reports.biomaterial".

If the Report's underlying Qiagram Query contains the Biomaterial ID as a variable, the Reports tab

on a Biomaterial's page will display the result for the specific Biomaterial by default.

 FIGURE 6 - 55: BIOMATERIALREPORTS TAB

To create a Report that can be used from the Study page, save the report query in the Study

Reports folder. This folder is contained within the Reports folder, and has the API key "lab-

matrix.reports.study".

If the Report's underlying Qiagram Query contains the Study ID as a variable, the Reports tab on a

Study's page will display the result for the specific Study by default.
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Note:The Study ID field is only available from the Studies Node. The Study Code field is not

equivalent.

 FIGURE 6 - 56: STUDY REPORTS TAB

To view an example Report, see Example Report.
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Example Report

A useful Report is a list of Subjects who do not have an entry in a consent form in a certain Study.

The Report can show the results for Subjects by Study.

Add the Subjects node to the canvas. Right-click and select Create Subset. The subset window will

open.

 FIGURE 6 - 57: SUBSETWINDOW

Create the criteria with Study Code as a variable. Select Study Code as the field and the operator

as equal to, and then select the variable button (x) = to create the variable.

Click Apply to add the criteria. The subset will be displayed on the canvas.

 FIGURE 6 - 58: SUBJECTSUBSETWITHSTUDY CODE AS A VARIABLE

To find Subjects that do not have a consent form, filter the Subject subset by the Consent Form

node.

Drag the Consent node onto the subset node on the canvas. The multi-set operations window will
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open.

 FIGURE 6 - 59: MULTI-SETOPERATIONS WINDOW

Select Filter Subjects by Consent Enrollment.

The filtered node will appear on the canvas.

 FIGURE 6 - 60: SUBJECTFILTERED BY CONSENT

This automatically chooses Subjects who do have a consent enrollment form. To find Subjects who
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do not have a consent enrollment form, double click the filtered node to open the edit window.

 FIGURE 6 - 61: EDIT FILTERWINDOW

Select the Exclude radio button then select Finish. The filtered node will appear on the canvas

 FIGURE 6 - 62: SUBJECTS FILTERED BY CONSENT

Run the query to select the columns to show in the results and the Report.

The column Selection window will open. This window allows the user to manage the columns that

will be displayed in the query results.
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 FIGURE 6 - 63: COLUMNSELECTIONSCREEN

Once the columns are selected, click Run Query. The results will open in a new tab.

To save the query, return to the query canvas and select Save. The save query window will open.

 FIGURE 6 - 64: SAVE QUERY WINDOW

Name the query and select the Reports folder to save the query as a Report.
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If the columns were not selected when running the query, use the Columns tab in the Save Query or

Query Settings window to choose the columns.

 FIGURE 6 - 65: COLUMNS TAB

Once the query is formatted and saved, use the Labmatrix Menu bar to access the Reports Menu.

 FIGURE 6 - 66: REPORTSMENU

Select Subjects Without Consent.

The Report will open in the right frame.
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 FIGURE 6 - 67: REPORT RESULTS

Use the Study Code variable drop-down box at the top of the frame to choose the Study.

 FIGURE 6 - 68: STUDY VARIABLE

Choose a Study to see Subjects within that Study.

 FIGURE 6 - 69: REPORTRESULTS BY STUDY SELECTED

For more information on Reports, see Reports.
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Chapter 7 - Importing Data
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Importing Data

The Import Data menu allows the user to import data directly into Qiagram. Datasources can be

imported as a flat file such as CSV or tab delimited text, or by registering an existing view or table as

a datasource. The import menu also allows users to import saved query definitions.

Select the Import button to open the drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 7 - 1: IMPORTMENU

The menu options are Flat File, Database Table or View, and Query Definition.

Flat File - Create a datasource by uploading a delimited text file.

Query Definition - Create a new query from an uploaded json file.

Qiagram can load existing Database Tables or Views as new datasources.

Note:The Database or Table View option is available in developer mode. For more inform-

ation, contact the server administrator of BioFortis support.
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Uploading a Flat File

The Flat File option from the Import menu allows the user to create a datasource in Qiagram from a

delimited text file Flat files are uploaded into Qiagram.

Note:The recommended size for imported flat files is less than 1,000,000 records.

Open the Import menu and select Flat File.

 FIGURE 7 - 2: IMPORTMENU

The Upload Flat File wizard will open.

 FIGURE 7 - 3: UPLOADFLATFILE - STEP 1
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The upload window contains the Data File, Delimiter, Quote Character, and Escape Character fields.

Data File - The file to upload. Use the Browse button to select the file location.

Delimiter - The delimiter is the character used to separate the columns in the file. The options are:

Tab

Comma

Dollar Sign ($)

Pipe (|)

Other

If Other is selected, a new field appears. Enter the character used as a delimiter.

Quote Character - The character that indicates a delimiting character is used as text.

King,Mary-Claire, The scientist asworld citizen creates an entry in three columns (Kingand

Mary-Claireand The scientist asworld citizen) while "King,Mary-Claire", The scientist as

world citizen creates an entry in two columns ( King,Mary-Claireand The scientist asworld

citizen).

Escape Character - The character that indicates the quote character is used as text.

"The race" tocloneBRCA 1becomes The race tocloneBRCA 1while\"The race"/ toclone

BRCA 1becomes "The race" tocloneBRCA 1.

Once the fields are filled out, select Next to move to the next step.
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 FIGURE 7 - 4: UPLOADFLATFILE - STEP 2

The second step opens the Data Preview. The preview displays the first 20 records in the flat file.

The data is sorted into the columns, The column headers are listed, along with the column datatype.

Select the drop-down menu to choose a data type.
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 FIGURE 7 - 5: SELECT DATATYPE

The datatype options are:

Auto detect datatype - The system will automatically determine the datatype of the values.

This can take considerable time for large files. Manually assign the datatypes to speed up the upload.

Integer - The values are whole numbers.

Float - The values are whole numbers or decimals.

Boolean - The values can be one of two possible values such as "yes" or "no", or "true" or "false".

Text - The values are letters, numbers, or ASCII characters.

Large Text - The values are letters, numbers, or ASCII characters, and the field is larger than 255 characters.

Date - The values are dates. (mm/dd/yyyy or yyyy-mm-dd)

Time - The values are times. (hh:mm am/pm (12 hour) or hh:mm (24 hour))

Datetime - The values are dates with a time. (mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm am/pm)
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Note:Date columns work best in mm/dd/yyyy format. Excel date format is not compatible.

Format any date columns as text columns, then select date as the column type in step 2.

Once the datatypes are selected, select Next to move to the next step.

 FIGURE 7 - 6: UPLOADFLATFILE - STEP 3

The third step opens the Name and Columns Properties.

The properties step has an Upload Into field, a Sharing field, a Performance section, and an

Advanced Options section.

The Upload Into option chooses if the file will be uploaded as a new datasource, or if the file con-

tains information to add to an existing datasource.

New Datasource - The data in the file will be used to create a new datasource.

The Sharing field is available when this option is chosen.
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The Sharing field determines the security group that will have access to the new datasource.

This option is not available in the Existing Datasource option. The existing datasource access can be edited from the

Settings menu.

Existing Datasource - The data is added to an existing datasource.

 FIGURE 7 - 7: UPLOAD INTO EXISTING DATASOURCE

The options are:

Replace existing data - The data in the existing datasource will be deleted and replaced with the new records.

Automatically adjust datatypes of existing fields to accommodate new data - The data in the file will be added to the

existing datasource. The datatypes will be adjusted if necessary.

The Performance Section allows the user to optimize the datasource by selecting options that can

decrease the amount of time necessary to upload the data file.

 FIGURE 7 - 8: PERFORMANCE SECTION

The options are:
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Use only the first # rows to derive datatypes

Automatically catalog all text fields

Automatically determine the file encoding

Show detailed error messages

The use only the first # rows to derive datatypes

If the values within the column are consistent, the number of records needed to determine the data-

type can be reduced. Check the box and enter the number of rows to use to determine the datatype.

The default value is 10,000 rows.

Automatically catalog all text fields

This option catalogs all values in text fields. This allows the data catalog to search the text fields,

and to determine the statistics for the field. For more information, see Data Catalog.

This option is not recommended for files with over 500,000 rows.

Fields can be cataloged after the datasource is imported. For more information, see Data Catalog.

Automatically determine the file encoding

This option allows Qiagram to determine the encoding used in the uploaded file.

If this option is not selected, Qiagram treats the file as if it is encoded using the ISO-9959-1 char-

acter set.

Show detailed error messages

Selecting this option uploads the file using ETL instead of the SQL BULK INSERT command.
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Note:The ETL process is slower, and should only be used for files with fewer than 10,000

records.

The Advanced Options section allows the user to identify records using an existing ID assigned by

the original database in addition to the Labmatrix-assigned ID. The existing ID is called the External

ID, and the original database is called the External Source. The External ID and the External Source

are combined to form a composite key, which allows the user to update the records in a subsequent

upload.

Use the Record External ID drop-down box to designate the column containing the External ID.

Use the Record External Source option to select the External Source. The External Source may be

determined by a value contained in a column, or by a value entered in a text field.

Once the fields are filled out, select the Finish button to begin the upload.

The uploaded file will be listed as a datasource in the "Imported" section of the palette.
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 FIGURE 7 - 9: IMPORTEDSECTION
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Importing aQuery Definition

Query definitions can be saved as a .json file using the Export option on the canvas. These saved

queries can be imported into Qiagram using the Query definition option in the Import Menu

Open the Import menu.

 FIGURE 7 - 10: IMPORTMENU

SelectQuery Definition. The Upload Query window will open.

 FIGURE 7 - 11: UPLOADQUERY WINDOW

The Upload Query window contains a Data File field, a Security Group field, and a Save Behavior

option.
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Data File - The file to upload. Use the Browse button to select the file location.

Security Group - The security group used to define access to the query.

Save Behavior - Choose how the new query is opened.

"Open without saving" opens the uploaded query definition in a new tab on the canvas. The impor-

ted query is treated as though the original query has been modified, but not saved.

To overwrite the original query, save the open query using theSave button.

To save the query as a new query, select Create a Copy and save the created copy as a new query.

"Save and overwrite existing query with the same name" overwrites the query of the same name.

The uploaded query will be saved in the same location as the file that was overwritten. Double-click

the query from the folder tree to open the query.

Once the fields are filled out, select the Finish button to import the query. The query import window

log will open.

 FIGURE 7 - 12: QUERY IMPORT LOG
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The query can now be used.
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Qiagram Style Sheet

1. Queries read from left to right and top to bottom.

2. Queries have a linear layout, with main trunks of the query parallel to each other. The overall layout of a

query appears non-symmetrical.

3. All nodes used to filter or combine into a main trunk should sit beneath the main trunk.

4. Queries are constructed in the following order:

First, isolate key concepts through filters and subsets. Filters and subset operations are the first operations in a query.

Next, add supplemental information through combining datasource columns or performingmulti-set operations. Datasources

may be combined after filters or subsets have been applied.

Qiagram User manUal 2016
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Finally, calculations can be performed on the query using the New Calculation function. More advanced calculations can be

constructed using the New Column from Formula function.

5. Give query nodes meaningful and appropriate names so that the query is self-documenting when you

return at a later date.
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6. When performing a Combine Column operation, the node with a green line should be on top.

7. Three distinct visual styles apply to all queries:

Subset/Calculate

Qiagram User manUal 2016
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Filter

Multi-set operation (combine, union, intersection, or exclu-

sion)

8. Colored connections are automatically drawn and indicate the flow of columns and rows of data:

A green linemeans all columns and all data rows are passed on to the derived set.

A yellow linemeans all columns and some data rows are passed on to the derived set.

A red linemeans no columns and no data rows are passed on to the derived set.

A dashed black linemeans data have been transformed into a new dataset with a new schema.
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